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abstract
BOSTON HIGH SCHOOL AS AN AT-RISK
INTERVENTION PROGRAM:
MAY
JOHN P.

CAPUTO,
M.

ED.

ED.,

D.,

B.A.,

a

1979

1988
BOSTON STATE COLLEGE,

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Professor Atron Gentry

study describes an effective work/study

educational model
school.

-

BOSTON STATE COLLEGE,

Directed by:

This

1968

that was conducted by one urban

This historical

study

is an effort to develop

framework and a process by which an effective

educational

option,

regenerated and
and

The Boston High Program,

could be

implemented within urban high schools

in the Boston Public Schools.

viable approach as an

This program was a

intervention program for at-risk

pupils.
Explicitly,

this

study attempted to posit the

notion that alternative work/study programs are working
and present a viable means of strategy for at-risk
prevention and

intervention.
•

Though programs that this
•

Vll

study examined have been labeled differently and
suggest some variations

in structure and

format,

this

research argues that work/study alternatives are useful
and adaptable to urban high schools.
work/study programs however,
a panacea

Alternative

cannot be perceived to be

for the at-risk pupil problem.

alternative work/study programs

The need for

in urban schools exists

because of the high dropout rates and the lack of
prevention and crisis
of this historical
five

intervention programs.

Findings

account of Boston High concluded

factors that were necessary

for a successful

work/study program for at-risk students.
These are:
1.

An effective alternative work/study program
must have dedicated,

kind,

caring professional

leadership and staff.
2.

The work/study component must offer career
level positions,

3.

not entry level.

The work/study curriculum must be the
collaborate effort of the private
community,

industry,

the mayor and the social

the community.

• • •
vm

the

leaders of

4.

The alternative program must work to restore
the at-risk student's self-esteem through
achievement and the work experience.

5.

A successful work/study program for at-risk
students must be able to retain and graduate
its students.

An elaboration of these
data

factors using supportive

form the basis of this dissertation study.
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CHAPTER

I

THE PROBLEM
Introduction
Over the past

five years,

researchers have established

a more complete definition of at-risk students
schools.

At-risk students are those who are

failing and dropping out because of one,
of,

the

in urban

in danger of

or a combination

following academic and/or social problems:

promotional

standards that require students to pass

standardized tests;

attendance policies that set mandatory

limits on absences;

alienation from the student body

combination with these
in the

factors;

coming

lower Socio-Economic Status

from a poor

(SES);

in

family

lack of

self-esteem and social bonding to the school;

the school's

inability to retain at-risk students because of the lack
of alternative programs and the administration's
interest

in helping the at-risk student and finally

teachers who cannot recognize when a student
and the

lack of

is at-risk

lack of an effective teaching methodology by

teachers who deal with at-risk students on a regular basis
(Wehlage

& Rutter,

1983;

Rumberger,

1983;

At-risk students are usually found
communities where the school

1986).

in large urban

systems do not have

alternative

instructional programs,

rate

from 3 0 to

ranges

Fine,

50 percent

and where the dropout

in large cities

such as
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Boston,

New York,

Chicago,

Los Angeles and Detroit.

Boston Public Schools have lost approximately 35,000
students

since desegregation began in 1975.

rate has gone

The dropout

from 28 percent to 43 percent the past seven

years and the school
dropouts the past

system has had an average of

five years

The Boston High program,
work/study program,

(Freixas,

3,000

1986)

which was an alternative

was developed in

1965

for a group of

at-risk students because there was no such alternative
program which suited their needs at that time.
program had proved to be successful
from

1966 until

the program's
federal

1978,

as an at-risk program

according to Mr.

Joseph Ippolito,

initiator and first director.

court order forced a change

policy at Boston High.

The

In 1975,

a

in the enrollment

At-risk students could no longer

be enrolled by a selective need criteria.

Boston High's

students would be assigned by the Department of
Implementation through an open enrollment policy.

This

meant that Boston High had to accept any student who
selected the work/study program.
This
trends

study reviewed the

literature related to the

in alternative education and was a temporal

dating back to approximately 1960.

review

Integrative reviews

related to the problem situation from ERIC searches were

3
used as well

as prominent writers on the subject of

alternative programs.
and

A history of alternative education

literature related to the research problems of at-risk

retention
examined

focussing

programs.
findings

in alternative work/study case histories were
in on the effectiveness of work/study

This writer will present a synthesis of the
of the history of Boston High School

perceived effectiveness
analysis

for at-risk students.

and its
Data

followed a cumulative enumeration and

interpretation construct of responses among the various
questionnaire/survey
selected

items and presented the results of

interviews.

The conclusions and recommendations of the study were
presented to determine the potential
Boston High School model
at-risk pupils.
of a

as a vehicle

This writer argues

for intervention for

for the establishment

Dropout Prevention and Intervention Center

which could be an
Program.
a

effectiveness of the

DPIC,

central
Boston.

integral

component of the Boston High

The two components,
together

(DPIC) ,

The Boston High Program,

in the same building,

would become the

dropout and prevention center for the City of

and

4
Problem Statement
The problem this study addresses was that the needs of
the at-risk pupil can be better serviced with a special
at-risk alternative work/study curriculum such as the
Boston High Program.
Order of

1974

The Federal

Desegregation Court

required that Boston High School

stop taking

at-risk students that were not assigned through the
Department of

Implementation.

This Court Order greatly

reduced the availability of seats
and

for the at-risk students

left the Boston Public Schools with no proven,

effective work/study program.

In 1986,

3166

dropped out of the Boston Public Schools
This

study

students

(Freixas,

1986).

identifies key characteristics of effective

programs that can be used to build new models that meet
contemporary needs.
Background
In

1963,

Mr.

Joseph Ippolito was a teacher in East

Boston at the Barnes Middle School.
the principal

He had been asked by

to work with a group of

fifteen students who

were classic at-risk students because of their age and
their academic progress.

They were eighth graders who

were taught all

subjects by Mr.

periods

When they graduated from the Barnes,

Mr.

a day.

Joseph Ippolito

for five

Joseph Ippolito developed a work/study program for

5
them at the high school level.

Mr.

Joseph Ippolito

followed up on these students all through high school and
related that thirteen of the fifteen students graduated.
In 1968,

as a follow-up to this program,

the Boston High

Program was initiated under the tutelage of Mr.
the program's first director and headmaster.

Ippolito,

Students who

were at-risk of dropping out because of academic failure,
truancy,

absenteeism,

legal problems,

and behavioral

deficiencies were presented with the option of attending
the Boston High Program.

Students could be assigned to

the Boston High Program based on a selective need criteria
and upon referral by a district headmaster.

Any high

school headmaster in the Boston Public School system could
call Mr.

Ippolito and request that an at-risk student, who

had agreed,

to be interviewed for possible assignment to

Boston High Program.

This student,

after being

interviewed and determined to be at-risk,

would then be

assigned to the program at Boston High School.

This

student would then be assigned to a job placement
counselor.

The work placement was determined after

consultation with the student.

By 1972,

Boston High

School had a school population which totaled more than six
hundred at-risk pupils.

6
Rationale for Study
Alternative programs for at-risk students are missing
in the Boston School system.

Presently,

the only program

dealing with at-risk intervention is Boston Prep,
program is operating with only minimal success.

and this
The

previous success rate of the at-risk intervention program
at Boston High School,

indicates that the program as it

operated from 1968-1979,

should be considered as a viable

alternative for the at-risk pupil.

The people who were

involved in the development of the Boston High Program,
especially Mr.

Ippolito,

the program's initiator and

Boston's current director of alternative education,

are in

agreement that the Boston School Department should review
the previous success of Boston High before the Federal
Court ordered the Department of Implementation to assign
pupils.
This author will present documented evidence that this
study is worthy of research based on the needs of the City
of Boston which is currently lacking any effective
alternative work/study program for at-risk students.

The

previous success of the Boston High Program would indicate
that the practitioners,

administrators,

and the

Superintendent's task force could use this study as a

7
valuable source of information when looking for solutions
and recommendations for crisis intervention for at-risk
students.

As previously indicated,

the Program Director

of Alternative Education has already stated his position
that at-risk pupils need work/study programs.

This

author's historical research of the Boston High Program
has recorded substantive evidence of a successful,
alternative methodology work/study program for the at-risk
student.
1986,

Boston's dropout rate peaked at 43 percent in

and it is predicted to rise again in 1987

1986) .

(Freixas,

With the absence of any successful program for

at-risk pupils,

and administrators and teachers searching

for alternative methods of instruction,

this writer hopes

to generate ideas and suggestions for a viable,
alternative work/study program.
The current literature trends lend support to the
concept that at-risk students who were failing or having
other school problems tend to do better in alternative
schools and programs because they tend to be more
flexible,

especially work/study programs where the

student's level of self-esteem raises dramatically and
social bonding takes place between the student and the
institution
1986).

(Wehlage,

1983;

Foley & Crull,

1984; Weber,

8
It is a real fact of life that students who attend
urban community schools,

especially those students who

come from one parent families and those who have younger
brothers and sisters,

are forced to work,

some full time,

in order to support their families and self.

Several

work/study programs were researched by this writer in New
York,

Chicago,

Los Angeles,

Detroit and Boston.

researched are described in Chapter II.

Programs

Research on these

programs reported that the at-risk student is poor and on
the lower Socio-economic level,
failure,

has experienced academic

truancy and absenteeism,

lacked family and school

support and has had his or her problems exacerbated by
promotional standards and attendance policies that were
not flexible.
The at-risk student in these large urban cities has
fared much better in alternative work/study schools
(Wehlage,
& Mann,

1983; Wheelock,

1982;

Fantini,

of the school systems,
the at-risk pupil

1986;

1986).

Foley & Crull,

1984;

Gold

It is in the best interest

to retain all students especially

(Wehlage,

1983b).

If the Boston Public

School system is losing on an average of 3,000 students a
year

(Freixas,

(BTU),

1986),

then the Boston Teachers Union

and Boston Administrators

(BASAS)

undoubtedly,

an interest in the retention of students and programs

have

9
designed

for the at-risk pupil.

urban school

systems means

Loss of students

loss of teaching jobs

profession already declining on the job market,
of school

aid

from State and Federal

from
in a

and loss

resources that base

allocations based on student enrollment and attendance
(McDill,
Dr.

1986).
Rudolph Crew,

the

former Deputy Superintendent

for

Curriculum and Instruction in the Boston Public Schools
wrote

in his dissertation that current educational

offerings

for students attending urban high schools are

limited

(Crew,

1978).

Current offering for the at-risk

student

in the Boston Public Schools are minimal and are

limited

in their flexibility.

Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this

study

is to present an historical

analysis of Boston High School as an at-risk intervention
program.

The study will

review Boston High School's

efforts at retention of at-risk students and lend credence
to

its

regeneration as a viable alternative

at-risk student.

The recent studies on dropouts

that the at-risk student
his/her departure

for the
indicate

is not entirely responsible for

from school.

10

Wehlage & Rutter

(1983)

studied the institutional

characteristics of urban schools and to what extent they
exacerbated the problem of the at-risk student.
Wehlage

(1983a)

defined the institutional characteristics

as those which affected the student in such a manner as to
worsen the situation of the at-risk student.

Some of the

institutional characteristics that affected the at-risk
pupil were:

teachers'

and administrators'

insensitivity to

the educational needs of the at-risk student,
alternative programs for the at-risk pupil,

lack of

alienation of

at-risk students because they are perceived to be social
deviates,

promotional policies and attendance requirements

that lack flexibility and further frustrate the at-risk
pupil and lack of proper intervention and prevention for
pupils at-risk
book,

(Wehlage & Rutter,

1983).

The Marginal High School Student

the schools'

Wehlage,

(1983),

in his

found that

ability to retain the at-risk students was

marginal at best.

He found that schools lacked sufficient

alternative programs that were flexible enough for the
needs of the at-risk pupil and that teachers lacked
sensitivity and the pedagogical knowledge needed to work
with at-risk students.

The Boston Public Schools find

themselves caught in this dilemma.

They are beginning to

11
develop educational rational for at-risk alternative
programs.

This writer will attempt to argue that it makes

educational sense to return Boston High as an at-risk
alternative work/study school.
Methodology of the Study
This author researched the historical background of
Boston High School from its inception in 1968 to its
current program format in 1987.

Documents were

reviewed that were written as evaluations for the federal
government each year because it was Title I money that
funded the Boston High Program until 1976.

This author

read archival documents kept on the Boston High Program at
School Committee headquarters,

examined records of

graduates from 1968 to 1983 and interviewed several key
people in the operation of Boston High School.

I conducted

interviews with the following people:
Mr.

Joseph Ippolito,

the first director and headmaster of

Boston High from 1968-1982,

Mr. William Lawrence,

headmaster of Boston High from 1982-86, Mr.
Hennessey,

the

Thomas

the current headmaster at Boston High and

several other teachers and several other job supervisors
who have taught at Boston High since the school opened in
1968 until present.

I also interviewed Dr.

Rudolph Crew,

12
former Deputy Superintendent of Curriculum and
Instruction,
O'Donnell,

Boston Public Schools,

and Dr.

Geraldine

Director of Instructional Services,

Public Schools.

Boston

A questionnaire/survey was sent to

approximately 300 students who were graduated from the
Boston High Program during the years 1968 through 1979.
These graduates attended school during those years when it
was an at-risk intervention program.

Boston High accepted

students under a selective need policy until 1975.

The

Federal Court Order changed the assignment policy to one
of open enrollment; however,

the last class of at-risk

students to graduate from Boston High School was in 1979.
The intent of this author was to gather information to
draw profiles of those students who attended the at-risk
work/study program and their successes upon their
graduation from Boston High.

A questionnaire/survey was

also given to 25 dropouts of the Boston Public Schools
from Jamaica Plain,

Dorchester and Roxbury.

This

questionnaire/survey intended to ascertain whether those
dropouts would have attended the Boston High program if
they had been given the opportunity.

Finally,

this

historical study examined how the Boston High Program
functioned as a successful alternative work/study program
and successfully graduated at—risk students.
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Importance of study
Large urban school systems need to consider all the
alternatives available for at-risk students.
High Program,

The Boston

since it once operated as an at-risk

work/study program and was a viable option for six hundred
students a year at its peak enrollment,
valuable study.

can serve as a

The Boston Public Schools are not

prepared to deal with the at-risk student because of the
lack of alternative pedagogical methods for servicing
them and the failure of their current alternative
programs.

Boston Public Schools need an effective,

proven alternative work/study program for at-risk
pupils.

Dr.

Laval Wilson,

Superintendent,

Boston's School

has initiated some new alternative

programs as a result of a series of forums and the
formation of an At-Risk Task Force

(see Appendix G) .

Project Promise is one and Recap is another.
Unfortunately,

these programs do not address the

immediate need of the at-risk high school student.
These programs are operating only in the middle
schools.

High school at-risk pupils needs flexible

alternative programs,

and schools with trained staff,

knowledgeable of alternative teaching methodologies,
and the opportunity to work,

with the chance to improve

14
their self-esteem

(Wehlage,

rate at 43 percent in 1987,

1983b).

with the dropout

the Boston school system

has lost an average of 3,000 students per year between
1982 and 1986

(Freixas,

1986).

The Boston Public

Schools are in a traditional curriculum mode which
offers little flexibility or alternative curricula for
the at-risk pupil.

Repeated failure and truancy puts

the at-risk student in a negative downward spiral
(Wehlage,

1983b),

and lowers their self-esteem causing

students to search outside of school for other methods
of self-gratification.
The Boston School Department,
Superintendent,

the business community,

Industry Council

(PIC),

the Private

the Boston Teachers Union,

Citywide Educational Coalition
clergy,

headed by the

(CWEC),

BASAS,

administrators,

the Mayor and the parents of at-risk students

are all clamoring for new alternative programs for
prevention and intervention.

The Superintendent's task

force on at-risk students made recommendations in
January of 1986 that paralleled this writer's concern
and mentioned Boston High in its list of
recommendations that the city should investigate
(Boston Globe,

1987).

This writer feels it is fair to

summarize that the importance of this study is

15
growing in importance,

given the interest in the Boston

High Work/Study Program.
Teachers and school administrators in Boston and in
urban community schools throughout the country are seeking
new programs and strategies for their at-risk students.
Presently,

the programs that are available are

inadequate and the programs at the local high schools
do not do the job they are supposed to do.

The Boston

School Committee is under internal and external
influences to annex and implement alternative programs
for the at-risk pupil.
school system.

Parents are frustrated with the

They are very saddened that their

children are failing and are dropping out.

CWEC,

a

parent organization supported by the Federal Court
Desegregation Order is demanding that the Boston School
Committee provide more effective programs for their
children.
Finally,

the students themselves are the ones who are

heard from the least because they simply deem the
situation as hopeless because of the Boston Public
School's previous policy in dealing with the at-risk
student,

which was to ignore them.
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Delineation of Study
Dropout prevention and intervention studies have
been investigated in some major cities such as New
York,

Boston,

study.

Miami,

Chicago and Los Angeles in this

The dropout rate in these major cities,

according to the Department of Health,
Welfare
(EEO),

(HEW),

Equality of Educational Opportunity

Washington,

55 percent.

Education and

D.C.,

ranges between 40 percent to

Early research focused on the dropout and

their Socio-Economic Status

(SES).

New research has

begun to include examination of the school systems,

the

political structure of school committees and their
schools'

ability to retain the at-risk student in

school.

In this research effort,

this author will

attempt to verify that the high success of the Boston
High Program from 1968-1979 was due to the program's
ability to retain effectiveness in dealing with the
at-risk student in a school designed for a work/study
program.

Retention of at-risk pupils is one of the

problems of dropout prevention.
This author's research has potential to benefit the
at-risk pupil with research evidence useful to the
administrators in selecting alternative placement.

This

research will attempt to validate the concept that the
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Boston School Department can effectively retain at-risk
pupils with documented programs such as Boston High's
Work/Study Program.

This research will enhance the

Boston Public School's task force search for new
alternatives and measures of at-risk intervention.
Mr.

Joseph Ippolito,

the current director of

Alternative Education in Boston,
initiative.

Mr.

endorses this

Ippolito has indicated that this

research will validate his perception that Boston
High's open enrollment policy has eliminated seats for
at-risk students and that Boston High School should
revert to its original mission purpose of addressing
at-risk pupils only.

This author posits that an

important outcome of this research will be to present
empirical evidence to validate the importance of
returning Boston High as an alternative at-risk
program.

Another anticipated benefit of this research

would be its assumed usefulness to field practitioners
toward understanding the Boston High Program original
concept.
Theoretical Rationale
The Boston High School Program was developed as an
alternative work/study program for the at-risk pupil.
Federal Desegregation Court Order of 1974 mandated a

The
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change in the enrollment policy at Boston High School
from at-risk enrollment to open enrollment for all
Boston students,

greatly reducing the available seats

for at—risk pupils.

This study will examine why Boston

High was effective and why the school department should
regenerate the Boston High Program.

Dr.

Crew,

the

former Deputy Superintendent of Curriculum in Boston,
in his dissertation,

Urban School Alternatives:

A

Rationale for the Development of Alternatives in Urban
Schools.

(University of Massachusetts,

1978),

argued

for change agents to implement alternative programs in
which at-risk students participate in the selection of
their program.
He further wrote that at-risk students tend to achieve
measured rates of success when the change is made by
choice.

In no alternative choice is available,

students drop out.

At Boston High School,

the

the

foundation exists for increased intervention change
strategies in addressing the high school dropout
problem.

The school committee and Dr. Wilson's task

force are examining all the alternative programs that
it has in operation in the school system presently.
Boston High has experienced a measurable degree of
success as an at-risk intervention program
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(Chapter IV) ;

thus,

to ignore such success and allow such

^ ^^^kls option to go unobserved would be a pedagogical
mistake.
Assumptions
The purpose of this study was to research and write
a historical account of The Boston High Program and to
examine how it functioned as a work/study alternative
program for at-risk students.

During the years from 1969

through 1978 the school was designed to be an alternative
work/study program for at-risk pupils.

This study will

specifically focus on:
1.

At-risk pupils who were enrolled in the Boston
High Program became productively employed upon
completion of their work/study program.

2.

The pupils who attend work/study programs tend
to experience feelings of success.

3.

At-risk students who graduated from Boston High
School during the years 1968-1979 were
successfully employed 10 - 20 years later.

4.

Students,

teachers and administrators perceived

the work/study alternative program as successful
as evidenced by the successes of the Boston High
Program and its graduation rate of 70 percent
to 75 percent.
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5.

At-risk students evidenced increased self-esteem
and positive attitudes greater than similar type
pupils who did not attend Boston High and/or
dropped out.
Limitations of the Study

This research will examine the effectiveness and
successes of the Boston High Program as an at-risk
intervention school during the period 1968 to 1979.

This

study will be limited to the history of the Boston High
Program,

the successes of the graduates during those years

and their successes ten to twenty years later.

The target

population of this study will be limited to the inclusion
of graduates enrolled during the years from September
1969,

to June 1978.

Teachers and administrators had been

part of the organizational and operational structure of
Boston High during the at-risk enrollment and during the
open enrollment period.

This study will be further

limited in the questionnaire/survey and interview
responses as interpreted and the experimental bases it
worked from,

because of the time that had passed since the

subjects graduated.

Records from which addresses were

obtained were primitive and have never been updated.
Graduate records were maintained but little personal
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information was kept and racial coding was not done until
1973.

Many graduates had moved and surveys were returned

by the Post Office because they are only required to keep
forwarding addresses for one year.

Follow-up studies done

by the School Department are only done once,

the following

year after graduation.
This study will also be subject to the weaknesses of
historical study research involving personal bias and
involvement which may have tended to subjectify the
findings.

The biases of this author which may interfer

are as follows:

former assistant director of an Urban

Alternative school;
past ten years;

advocate of at-risk pupils for the

developed and wrote alternative curriculum

for at-risk students;

and finally this writer has been

director of an alternative school within a school in an
urban high school.
The questionnaire/survey will be limited to the
addresses of graduates at the time of graduation.

No

attempt will be made to further locate and identify the
residencies of graduates whose questionnaire was returned
by the Post Office.

The questionnaire/surveys that are

undeliverable or returned because addressee had moved and
no forwarding address was available will be remailed
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in hopes that the questionnaire/survey will be delivered
to the addressee on the second mailing.
Causal and symptomatic factors related to pupil choice
for Boston High program attendance was not the subject of
this research.

Attendance rates correlative with other

Boston Public School alternatives were not considered to
be part of this research effort.

This research was

further delimited to exempt Boston High School enrollees
who dropped out of the Boston High School program due to
the time lapse factor and the transient nature of
residency of dropouts.
Definition of Terms
At-risk -

a student who was in jeopardy of
leaving school because of personal,
academic or social factors.

The

typical student who attended the
Boston High Program during the years
1968-1979,

and the target of the

questionnaire survey.
dropout -

a student who doesn't complete his or
her high school education by attending
a high school and receiving a diploma
from an accredited public or private
school.
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intervention -

any program or action that comes
between the at-risk student to help
that student resolve a problem either
academic or personal,

intervener -

a person who is doing the intervention
in a conflict or serving as a change
source.

prevention -

that process of education that deals
with preventing conflicts that
students experience or may experience
during school.

alternative program - an informal program that
deviates from the standard classroom
rules and curriculum.

An alternative

program can be for advanced work/study
or for students behind academically.
DPIC -

(Dropout Prevention and Intervention
Center)

a theoretical program designed

as a position statement by this writer
to act as an intervening change agent
in dealing with potential dropouts,
dropouts and the at-risk student.
Cohort Method -

a new technique used in computing
dropout statistics by researchers.
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An entering ninth grade class is
followed for five years,

the last year

allowing for post-graduate work.
Dropout statistics are computed on the
difference between the number of ninth
grade students who had entered
and the amount of students that
graduated from that same class.

These

variables are considered but not
computed:
schools,

loses to public and private
transfers out of the school

system and deaths.
Historical Research Method - a careful,
study,

systematic

based on the facts,

personages of history,

events or

rather than on

fiction or legend.
Work/Studv Curriculum - a specialized curriculum
emphasizing the basic skills of
writing,

speaking and listening.

Focus of objectives is on life skills
such as basic banking,
information,

insurance,

and child care.

credit
job hunting
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Federal Court Order of 1974 - Federal Judge W.
Garrity,

Jr.

of the U.S.

Court on June 21,

1974,

Arthur

District
ruled

thatschool authorities had
knowingly carried out a systematic
program of segregation.

Phase II of

the Court Order created a city-wide
district composed of Magnet Schools.
Students from any neighborhood could
volunteer to attend these Magnet
schools under an open enrollment
policy.

Boston High School was one of

these Magnet schools.
Job Supervisor - the function of the job supervisor
was to develop,

fill,

and maintain job

opportunities for all students.

They

also had to perform all of the other
duties and functions normally assigned
to assistant headmasters,
heads,

department

guidance counselors and data

processing coordinators,

(i.e.,

scheduling,

programming,

curriculum,

discipline,

testing,

working with

parents and community agencies,

etc.).

CHAPTER

II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction

The focus of this study was to examine at-risk
work/study intervention programs as a preventive pupil
retention strategy.

A successful program of this type

known as the Boston High Program was examined as well as
models of other work/study intervention programs for
at-risk pupils.

The Boston High's program was designed

as an at-risk intervention school by Mr.

Joe Ippolito,

then a Boston Public School teacher who was working with
students at-risk and Dr.

Ohrenberger,

of the Boston Public Schools in 1966.

the superintendent
The theoretical

framework of the 1960's and the 1970's provided the
foundation for the development of the Boston High
Program.

The federal government was infusing monies into

poor urban cities and towns for the establishment of
store-front alternative schools for social dropouts and
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pupils who were experiencing problems with desegregation.
Researchers,

such as Fantini & Weinstein,

1986; Wehlage & Rutter,

1986;

Foley & Crull;

1969;

Fine,

1984,

provided the driving force that argued for a positive
relationship between the world of work and school
objectives.

The design of the Boston High Program was a

result of the lack of intervention and prevention
programs for at-risk pupils that combined work and study
as a viable means of servicing the at-risk pupil.
At-risk students have been perceived to be social
deviates who lacked self-esteem and usually are prone to
be dropouts

(Wehlage & Rutter,

1986).

A review of the literature pertinent to an
examination of this program therefore requires a review
of the following research areas:
1.

Literature specifically related to at-risk
intervention

2.

programs;

Literature that relates to the at-risk pupil
and what is being written by the experts;

3.

A review of other work/study programs that have
been and now serve as a viable means of
intervention for the at-risk pupil.
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4.

Work/study curriculum as a viable means of
intervention or the at-risk pupil.

A plethora of literature provided background for the
practical and theoretical framework for this study and
led this writer to ascertain a set of perceptions about
at-risk intervention and alternative work/study programs.
The available literature was more than adequate to serve
as a foundation for this literature review.
Research on alternative programs points to their
organization as a means of remediating anomalies in the
traditional school

(Silvestri,

1986).

Wehlage describes

the at-risk students as those caught up in a downward
spiral of negative school experiences but who can succeed
in flexible programs designed to promote positive group
identity and self-esteem through a cooperative learning
approach,

relationships with caring teachers and a

work/study component

(Wehlage & Rutter,

1986).

Theoretical Rational
Boston has been recognized as a city of small towns
with a population of just over 600,000 residents, with a
minority population of 38%.

In Boston approximately

33,000 residents are welfare recipients;

21% of Boston
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Families report annual incomes of $7,500 or less.

The

level of economic disadvantage is estimated about 75%
(Private Industry Council,

1986).

The Boston Public

Schools are arguably a public school system at-risk.
Poor performance on the standardized tests and the
dropout rate of 43% indicate that many of Boston's pupils
are at-risk.

Those most at-risk are those students for

whom there is inadequate alternate education and
inadequate alternative educational strategies to keep
them in school.
Boston Public Schools have a minority population of
74%.
8%

48% of that percentage is Black,

is Asian,

white

(CWEC,

and 1%
1987).

is Other.

18% is Hispanic,

The remaining 26% is

The at-risk population in the Boston

Public Schools reflect the racial composition of the
school system.

Poor kids quit attending school because

they need money for personal or family needs; they can't
compete with their peers financially;

their parents don't

value education and/or the curriculum is not geared
towards the needs of the at—risk student.
programs need to be developed;

Work/study

school/parent

communication needs to be organized and curriculum
revision needs to happen in an attempt to reduce the
dropout rate

(Wagner,

1984).
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The education of poor and minority children often is
hampered before it begins.

Poor nutrition and health

infancy and early childhood can impair
cognitive development and increase the chance of a
student being at-risk

(Edelman,

1986).

Anne Wheelock

wrote in her report on Boston Dropouts that students from
poor families have consistently had higher dropout rates
than middle class students.

She further argued that many

dropouts came from homes with a weak educational support
system,
books,

few study aids,

such as encyclopedias and history

and less opportunity for non-school related

learning

(Wheelock,

1986).

This profile of the at-risk pupil in Boston,

and the

lack of viable at-risk intervention program alternatives
led this author to perceive that the majority of students
in Boston and other urban cities are at-risk when they
are first enrolled in school.
as students'

Wehlage has proposed that

negative experiences accumulate,

they

develop into concrete problems with which students cannot
easily cope.
attendance,

Problems in one area in school,

such as

may lead to problems in another area such as

academic failure and dropout

(Wehlage & Rutter,

1987).

Anne Wheelock called this the At-Risk Merry-Go-Round

(see
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Appendix F) .

At-risk students may get on at any point

and the ride can often continue until students finally
dropout

(Wheelock,

1986).

At-risk students face

rejection from school because of their failure and low
self-concept wrote Michelle Fine.

She further postulated

that leaving school resulted in short-term improvement in
self-esteem among dropouts.

Fine further argued that as

long as school practices continue to communicate
rejection to students at-risk,
(Fine,

dropping out will continue

1981).

A national report written by Harvey Pressman

(1981)

examined alternate methodologies which attempted to make
school and work more meaningful for the at-risk teenager.
Pressman focussed on methodologies that serve groups of
young people who are particularly hard to reach and
difficult to serve successfully,
at-risk student.

especially the urban

Pressman attempted to show that

practitioners can best service at-risk students by
linking school and work through the involvement of such
institutions as alternative schools,
sector,

community groups,

the private business

and parent groups.

Pressman

further examined approaches to getting good work
placements to involve these at-risk students more deeply
in programs that appear to have the potential for a
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lasting impact on the participants

(Pressman,

1981).

The Boston High Program was one model that paralleled
such a structure.

The students were placed in a

work/study program with jobs that were above the usual
entry-level positions

(Ippolito,

1986).

The program

relied on the private industry sector of Boston to
provide support and jobs for the program.

All students

need a good education and a good job to become
self-sufficient and contributing adults.

Most at-risk

students in urban schools reside in less affluent
communities or reside in states that have fewer resources
to invest in public schools
in Mississippi,
the nation,

(Edelman,

1986).

For example

which has the lowest per capita income in

public schools spend only $1,962 per pupil,

compared to Massachusetts which spends $4,916 per pupil
and has a per capita income of $17,516

(CWEC,

1986).

The

link between poverty and low education and the at-risk
student are all reinforced by each other.

The alarming

dropout rate in Boston and in other large urban cities is
the most immediate consequence of urban school systems'
failure to meet the needs of these at—risk students.
Crew,
(1978)

in his dissertation on Urban School Alternatives
posits that the process of initiating,

implementing and evaluating urban alternatives will

Dr.
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continue as students change and society develops.
(1978)

Crew

further wrote that the current educational

offerings for alternative programs in urban high schools
are limited.

Current offering for the at-risk student in

the Boston Public Schools are even less and limited in
their flexibility.

The Boston High Program contains the

seeds for a regeneration of a viable alternative for
intervention for the at-risk student.

The Boston High

Program as a model could foster improved intervention and
prevention for the at-risk pupil.

This model could also

foster improved methods for dropout prevention and
intervention by providing a center to serve as a forum
for servicing the potential dropout.
Students leave high school for a variety of reasons,
but according to McDill

(1986),

poor academic performance.

the most common reason is

Not too surprisingly,

he

noted that at-risk students are the ones who receive
constant reminders of their academic inadequacies and
tended to find other things to do besides attend school.
McDill

further noted that until schools revise ways of

delivering educational resources to those at-risk
students in need,

we can hardly hope to preserve a system

of public education.

Silvestri

(1986)

argued that the

rediscovery of alternative educational programs as a
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means

for addressing the dropout problem and dealing with

at-risk pupils

is that learning can have many different

variations and may occur in many different contexts
(Silvestri,

1986).

Fantini wrote that our public schools

as presently structured,

cannot meet the growing demands

that are being thrust upon them from virtually every
sector of our society
dropout data
meaningful
schools

1973).

The present

in Boston is evidence to the lack of

alternative programs within Boston's secondary

(Freixas,

in mind,

that this

was

1968

from

(Fantini,

1986).

until

It

is with this potential need

study of the Boston High Program as
1979,

intervention program,

it

an alternative at-risk

was undertaken.

If the Boston High

Program could successfully integrate work/study for the
at-risk student and retain and graduate them
successfully,

then the Boston School

large urban school

Department and other

systems should consider the successes

and effectiveness of work/study curriculum as an
alternative methodology for at-risk students.
History and Profile of the At-Risk Student
Students have been dropping out of school ever since
Socrates began teaching.
rate has

Although the school dropout

increased steadily

in the last fifteen years,

it
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is still relatively low even today if you view the
dropout problem historically.
century,

Around the turn of the

about 90% of the male youth in this country did

not receive a high school diploma.

In 1920,

the

non-completion rate for high school males was hovering
around 80% and it wasn't until the 1950's that the
dropout rate fell below 50%.

By the mid sixties,

dropout rate had reached its low point
Since then,

(Peng,

the

1983).

the dropout rate has risen slowly across the

United States and the problem of at-risk pupils has
finally been recognized.
The student who is at-risk,
characteristics.

has many different

They vary ethnically,

heterogeneously from state to state.

racially and

In Los Angeles,

California,

the typical at-risk student is a male Chicano

gang member

(Alvirez,

1981).

Problems arose from on

campus interaction between members of rival gangs.
Chicanos live in certain designated barrios within East
Los Angeles.

When a gang member had to attend school

outside of his barrios,
attendance and failure.

gang members suffered low
They became at-risk pupils and

it was necessary for Los Angeles to develop alternative
school sites for these students

(Torres,

1979).

In the school districts of Cook County,

Chicago,
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Illinois,

the typical at-risk student is a black female

between the ages of fourteen and nineteen years old
(Education Service of Cook County,

1980).

The report

cited that 85% of the dropouts from Cook County are
black,

pregnant females,

Florida,

in Dade County in Miami,

the typical at-risk pupil is a Hispanic male

(82% Cuban),

usually a bilingual student,

who has to

leave school to work to support his family
1981).

In Springfield, Massachusetts,

(Alvirez,

the typical

at-risk pupil is seventeen years old, white,
grade 10.

male and in

He has experienced previous disciplinary

action and he has had poor attendance and had academic
problems.

This pupil is at-risk because he has been

absent 21% of the previous year and he rarely agreed to
attend any alternative programs
Springfield,

MA,

1981).

In New York City,
in 1982,

(Research Department,

studies done by ASPIRA of New York

indicated that their overall dropout rate was as

high as 60%.
was black.

Seventy percent of the dropout population
ASPIRA also reported that 80% of their

Hispanics dropped out and many other students are at-risk
because of poor attendance and failure on the Regency
Exams.

Finally,

in the Boston Public Schools,

the Office

of Research and Development has statistics which
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indicate the typical at-risk student is a black male who
has experienced problems in attendance and academics.
The promotional policy and standardized testing have,
by some measure,
and Freixas,

according to recent studies by Wheelock

increased the dropout rate and put many more

students at-risk

(Wheelock,

academic year 1985-86,
rate 50% higher

1986;

Freixas,

1986).

In the

Hispanic students showed a dropout

(Appendix F)

than their proportional

representation among high school students.

The true

profile of the at-risk pupil is not a constant.

Wehlage,

in his report on Programs for the Marginal High School
Student enhances this writer's argument that the term
at-risk,

does not refer to any set of characteristics

based on intelligence or social class.

Wehlage argued

that the category of at-risk student included a broad
range of adolescents,

some bright and others less so, who

find themselves unsuccessful,
in school.

Typically,

unhappy and even unwelcome

the at-risk student is in the

bottom 25% of the class and is behind in credits needed
to graduate,

lacks basic skills,

has low self-esteem,

and

has an attitude problem which is most likely to get them
in trouble with teachers and administrators,

which

frequently results in suspension and further alienation
from school.

Wehlage further posits that truancy is the
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most significant problem for the at-risk student because
it is likely to lead to failing courses,
graduation difficult and even unlikely
Some at-risk students dropout;
three of four years,

which makes

(Wehlage,

1983a).

others may stick it out for

but never graduate,

and still other

at-risk pupils eventually attend an at-risk intervention
program or a GED program and receive a diploma

(Wehlage,

1983a).
Research on the at-risk student cannot ignore the fact
that it is important for educators and practitioners to
know that students at-risk have social,

family and

personal characteristics that may affect their graduation.
However,

Bachman has noted that such characteristics

cannot easily be changed and schools must accept at-risk
students as they are not social deviates,
Wehlage

(Bachman,

1971).

as noted by

New research on the at-risk

pupil should attempt to examine why those students who
come from low Socio-Economic-Status
at-risk.

Further,

(SES)

are most

this author contends that the policies

and methodologies typical of urban public schools that
tend to increase the chances of these students becoming
at-risk should be examined.
his report,

Dropping Out:

to the Problem,

Wehlage

(1983)

maintained in

How Much Do Schools Contribute

that new research on the at-risk student
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must look for the causes of why some students become
a^-_r^s^ anc^ dropout.

He further concluded that the

institutional characteristics do affect the at-risk
student in a negative manner and hamper a schools'
to retain them.

ability

However, Wehlage's research and data

analyzed from High School and Bevond

(Peng,

1983)

argued

that SES and school performance are reduced in relative
importance while conflict between students and the
institution interacting produce at-risk students and
dropouts.

Most literature in the past ten years on the

at-risk student has been directed only at the deficiencies
found in the at-risk student.
Bachman,

Green,

& Wirtoner,

(1971)

suggested that the

at-risk student is seriously affected by schools'
inability to retain students and that this situation is
exacerbated by the following:
students;

lack of teacher interest in

the perception that the discipline system is

ineffective and unfair;

the presence of wide-spread

truancy among some students; the implementation of
promotional standards;

new attendance policies requiring

failure when absent over a prescribed percentage of days
allowed and lack of flexible alternative programs for
students at-risk.

Bachman et al.

(1971)

suggested that

these findings cannot be easily dismissed because it
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reflects a fundamental problem with the legitimacy of the
institution.

Wehlage believes these findings "tip the

iceberg" and indicate certain institutional problems that
go deeper than just at—risk students.

Wehlage posits that

risk students are an indictment of the school systems'
inability to deal with the problem from the inside.
is evidence,

maintains Wehlage,

There

that many at-risk students

believe that teachers and schools are not very interested
in them
we,

(Wehlage & Rutter,

1983).

as educators and professionals,

This author agrees that
must work to establish

a variety of Student Support Networks

(SSN)

to insure that

at-risk students receive all the personal and social
services they need in order to complete their high school
education.
Dr.

Freixas

(1986)

wrote in his report on the Boston

Dropout problem that improvement in measuring techniques,
new promotional policies and attendance requirements and
an increase in academic demands on students have added to
the already existing problems of the at-risk student
(Freixas,

1986).

Some of these problems can likely be

remedied by academic remediation.

This author perceives

that at-risk intervention and prevention will need new
initiatives and other creative methodologies,
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in order to develop a more effective alternative
curriculum for the at-risk pupil.
Effective Work/Study Programs:

A Review

The retentive capacity of alternative work/study
programs for at—risk students predicts its effectiveness
as a means of maintaining at-risk pupils in school,

in an

effort to gauge the success of alternative work/study
programs and identify the elements in their programs which
contribute to success,

Foley & Crull wrote in their report

on the at-risk adolescent that at-risk students in
work/study programs compared to students in regular high
schools,
credits

increased attendance 40% and earned 60% more
(Foley & Crull,

1984).

Wehlage wrote that every

student in this country has a right to a public education
and that at-risk students probably require a different
kind of program.

He further wrote that schools' best

interest is served by the retention of all at-risk
students because the days of overcrowding in urban schools
are gone

(Wehlage & Rutter,

In New York City,

1983).

which has several work/study models

to work with at-risk students,

Foley & Crull found that

the overall dropout rate in New York's programs did not
exceed 40%.

For a group of schools serving students who
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were at-risk and dropping out,
finding.

this was an encouraging

This program was established by the Manpower

Laboratory at Mobilization for Youth in collaboration with
the New York City Board of Education.
has a dropout rate of 53 percent

New York City which

(ASPIRA,

1982)

has

alternative schools in which both education and work are
integrated and facilitate implementation of the career
education concept.

This model provided work-motivated

potential dropouts who were at-risk with both a marketable
job skill and a high school diploma so that when these
students graduated they had the option to choose between
further education and employment

(Seldin,

1972).

The Boston High Program followed a similar model which
has successfully offered at-risk pupils the same option
when they graduated.

Foley & Crull,

writing about the New

York City alternative high schools that serve at-risk
pupils,

wrote that the alternative schools in New York

City facilitate positive changes in student performance.
They further wrote that the differences in students'
academic preparedness and the types of alternative
education programs offered are cited as major factors why
some schools show a higher rate of at-risk student
retention

(Foley & Crull,

1984).
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Miller & Linefsky,
alternative schools.

also report on New York City
They cite statistics on students

entering the alternative programs specially aimed at the
at-risk student and re-entering dropouts.

Statistics

showed an 8 5-g completion rate and 95% transition from
school to work

(Miller & Linefsky,

1984).

At-risk intervention and work study programs have been
very successful at retention because they also draw on the
resources of local school authorities and community
involvement,

as well as the business community to provide

non-traditional means to achieve a high school diploma
(Bailey,

1973).

Bailey wrote in Alternative Paths to the

High School Diploma that the purpose of alternative
education programs was to assist alienated high school age
young people to identify their educational goals through
counseling,

testing and field-based work experiences.

Another alternative education program in New York City
called the Benjamin Franklin High School Unit Program was
designed to overcome the serious academic deficiencies of
at-risk students.

The school serviced 561 ninth and tenth

grade at-risk students whose negative attitudes towards
education made them potential dropouts.

At-risk pupils

were given a full day alternative program in which
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students selected their own course work.
study by Wohl

(1973)

A conclusive

on this program indicated at-risk

students experienced increased attendance,

improved

self-image and increased at-risk pupils aspiration towards
the adult world of work by finding jobs in critical areas
of work where students could make advancement
1973) .

(Wohl,

T he Boston High model also followed this practice

according to Mr.

Ippolito.

Entry level jobs were not the

standard at Boston High School.

Students were placed in

above entry level positions that offered career
opportunities.

The author's research on these graduates

as shown in Chapter IV reaffirms this.
The North Dakota State Board for Vocational Education
instituted a program called Work Experience Career
Exploration Program

(WECEP).

This was an alternative

educational program for at-risk junior high school
students.

This model was patterned after vocational

education cooperative work experience programs.

WECEP was

different in that it served younger at-risk students who
were having problems in the traditional school setting.
WECEP was concerned with helping disadvantaged students
experience and appreciate work and education,
developing specific job skills.

rather than

Tehle & Anderson wrote

that the WECEP program was well-received by the community
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and experienced a high degree of success and would
continue as a regular program.

A follow-up program for

these students was implemented in high school to help
carry them through to graduation

(Tehle & Anderson,

1976).

In 1976 the Vancouver School Board established
Kumtuks,

an alternative educational program for Native

pupils at—risk whose history included poor
attendance,

deficiencies in basic skills,

and poor self-concept.

low motivation

The goal of the program was to

help students to finish high school and learn adaptive
skills necessary for success in their urban community.
These students were taught basic skills and were given
instruction by interested business merchants from several
industries including fishing.

The student attendance rate

was 96.4 percent and student's self-concept scores
improved dramatically
Youth Chance,

(Brenner,

1978) .

a program established by the San

Francisco Mayor's Office of Employment and Training in
1980,

offered a comprehensive program in both worksite

training and classroom education.
designed to influence students'
goals,

employability,

self-image and skill levels.

pupil was involved in the program,
per day,

four days per week,

The program was
academic

While the at-risk
they worked four hours

at a worksite in their area
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of training;

they attended classes four days a week for

two hours and they met with counselors and participated in
a job search program.

Lesser & Ogden Associates,

who

reviewed the program in a report for the Mayor's Office
wrote that the crucial factors in the program's success
were indicated by the high overall placement of youth who
fsilcd consistently elsewhere,
of program design,

the comprehensiveness

staff cooperation,

individual attention

for each participant and a high caliber teacher staff
(Lesser & Ogden,

1980).

In the state of California in Palo Alto and Mountain
View,

they instituted the Career Intern Program

(CIP).

CIP was an alternative high school which was designed to
enable disadvantaged and alienated at-risk pupils to earn
a regular high school diploma; to prepare them for
meaningful employment or post secondary education;
facilitate their transition from school to work;
provide instruction,

counseling,

to

and to

hands-on career exposure,

diagnosis/assessment and a positive school climate.

This

program was plagued with low morale and poor attendance,
but CIP had been effective in meeting its objectives and
has been replicated throughout the State of California
(Tallmadge & Kasten,

1981).
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The one central theme of many of these alternative
programs is the collaboration of the work/study ethic.
Many of the educators around the country who have dealt
with the at-risk problem in large urban communities have
turned to more vocational-like curriculum for these
students.

The work/study curriculum was the predominant

pedagogical method of servicing these at-risks students.
James Eagan

(1988)

wrote that Boston High School was

not a bare bones organization that performed miracles with
incorrigible dropouts.

Accordingly,

was a carefully formulated,
articulated program.

Boston High School

narrowly defined and clearly

It was given tremendous support and

latitude by central administration.

Eagan further stated

that the administration and faculty were carefully
selected,

adequately compensated and many resources vital

to the success of the Boston High School were readily
provided

(Eagan,

1988).

Whv Alternative Schools are Needed for At-Risk Pupils
Whelage

(1983a)

wrote that school systems have a legal

obligation to educate all at-risk students and that
students who are at-risk now have a right to additional
resources to ensure they are properly educated just as
handicapped or learning disabled students have been
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afforded equal rights in education and access
1983) .

(Wehlage,

The same standard high school curriculum is not

going to educate all students.
college of their choice,

When students choose the

that choice is partially

^^bsrmined by the curriculum that their choice offers and
the course of study.

Then it is fair to argue that

at-risk students probably need an alternative curriculum
if they are going to complete their high school program
by giving them a choice.
Wehlage's second argument for alternative schools is
that when the at-risk pupil is not educated,
problems maybe the result.

social

When a person is poorly

educated or doesn't have a high school diploma,
statistics from the Department of Health,
Welfare

(HEW)

Education and

indicate that they are more likely to need

welfare assistance,

unemployment compensation and an

assortment of social and family services.

Wehlage

further argued that the at-risk student who never
graduated is more likely than the graduate to get
involved with the law and the penal system.
Consequently,

Wehlage posits that while the costs of

educating the at-risk pupil may be high,

it can be

further argued that the costs of poor education are even
higher for society when you figure that the costs of
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welfare and unemployment and the costs of keeping inmates
incarcerated are ten times that of the cost of a high
school education.

Another point Wehlage

(1983a)

made was

that the self-interest of school systems are better
served by the retention of all students.

Urban school

systems are no longer overcrowded because of the drop in
the population growth and the fact that the World War II
baby boom is now beyond the high school age.
Wehlage further wrote that school systems that are
able to retain at-risk students,

save teaching positions

as well as administrative jobs.

The underlying factor is

money.

Many states fund school districts based on their

enrollment and daily attendance.

Losing 3,000 at-risk

pupils a year in Boston is a severe loss of federal and
state money to any urban school system,
Boston Public Schools,

especially the

who have lost 35,000 students the

past eleven years from 1975 to 1986
Boston School Superintendent,

(Freixas,

1986).

Laval Wilson,

has

recommended in the Boston Education Plan that the number
one priority of his administration is the at-risk pupil.
Wilson stated that the Boston Education Plan will become
the focus for long range planning and resource allocation
at the elementary,
1986).

In Dr.

middle and high school levels

(Wilson,

Wilson's mission statement on the Boston
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Public Schools,

he stated that all students will receive

an excellent basic education and the chance to expand
their abilities and talents to the fullest.

Wilson urged

the school committee to focus on the dropout rate and the
needs of at-risk students.

Wilson's task force on

At-Risk Youth in the Boston Education Plan recommended
that Boston High School be reestablished for at-risk
youth,

returning the program to its original mission as a

school for problem youth and likely dropouts

(Wilson,

1986).
Also,

the At-Risk Task Force on Intervention and

Prevention will develop a comprehensive program to meet
the needs of all students who are not working up to grade
level,

are not meeting promotional policy standards and

are therefore in danger of failing and dropping out.

The

Superintendent's list of initiatives for at-risk students
also includes remediation,

alternative programs and

schools and alternative teaching methodologies
Appendix G).
in 1986.

(see

Boston's dropout rate stood at 43 percent

With this fact in mind and the realization that

the at-risk pupil

is the number one administrative

problem to be dealt with,

it is fair to surmise that Dr.

Wilson initiatives for alternative educational programs
will have a direct impact on the at-risk pupil.

Gold &
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Mann

(1982)

researched the effectiveness of alternative

schools in improving the behavior of delinquent and
disruptive students who were at-risk.

Their findings

indicated that the delinquent and disruptive behavior of
a^-r^s^ students in alternative schools declined over the
years,

except those students who were experiencing high

levels of anxiety or depression
Congruently,

(Gold & Mann,

1982).

improved attitudes toward school were

^®lsted to a greater decline in delinquent and disruptive
behavior.

Gold & Mann pointed out that if certain

students who were at-risk didn't improve despite their
placement in at-risk alternative programs,

then it could

be concluded that other methods of intervention should be
attempted.

Certain students are disruptive and become

at-risk because they have problems dealing with authority
and because of their frequent experiences of failure in
school.

Gold & Mann posited that these students need

flexible programs tailoring the level and pace of
learning to the individual student's abilities and
interests and fostering internal relations between
teachers and students

(Gold & Mann,

1982).
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—of the Boston High Program
During the early 1960's,

urban secondary schools

realized the value of vocational education and
alternative curriculum for at-risk students.

Urban

schools were advancing methodologies in alternative
schools and were combining vocational education and the
regular curriculum and developing work/study format.
Most students who participated in the work/study programs
were students who normally would be found in vocational
education programs,

but in the late 1960's,

urban

educators discovered many at-risk students in these
programs.

Urban school administrators saw the work/study

curriculum as a viable alternative methodology for
at-risk students.
These theories were studied by the administrators
here in Boston,

and the beginnings of the Boston

High Program was initiated.

The Boston High Program was

designed and developed to meet the needs of a rising
number of at-risk students in the Boston Public Schools.
The dropout rate in the late 1960's and early 1970's
began to rise after leveling off during the 1960's.

The

dropout rate during these years averaged between twenty
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and twenty-five percent

(BPS Statistics).

Boston

Superintendent William Ohrenberger in 1965 realized there
weren't any programs specifically designed for the
a^—student.

The Boston High Program with a

work/study curriculum,

began in 1968 with 35 students at

four different locations around the city.
locations were downtown Boston,

Roxbury,

These
Dorchester and

East Boston.
These students were underachievers in Math,
and Reading

(Ippolito,

1986).

English

In September of 1968,

the

Work/Study Program moved its base of operation to Newbury
Street,

Boston,

Massachusetts.

The Work/Study Program

allowed the students to participate in actual job
situations.

This on-the-job participation and exposures

to the realities of the business world tended to impress
upon the student the need for them to complete their
education.
The Boston High Program focused its attention on the
actual or potential dropouts within the school system.
The population of the Boston High Program was solicited
from all district high schools concentrating primarily on
the referrals made by the district headmasters.

The

following criteria was used to determine if a student was
eligible to enter the Boston High Program.
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1.

Students had to be a minimum of 15.9 years by
September 1 of the year.

2.

They must have completed the eighth grade.

3.

Students should not have a history of physical or
serious emotional disability.

4.

Students should have been two to four years below
in their math scores.

5.

Students should be two to four years below in
their reading level

(Boston High Booklet,

1970).

Federal Desegregation Court Order of 1974
This study involving Boston High School had to
address the decisive mandate by Federal Court Judge W.
Arthur Garrity.

The disorder and turbulence that

followed Phase I and Phase II and the sequence of
historical events in the Boston Public Schools and its
relativity to the Boston High Program had to be
considered.

Reference to the historical events of the

Boston Public Schools must be kept in mind to understand
why the enrollment policy at Boston High School was
changed,

impacting the school's mission as an at-risk

intervention program.
The National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People

(NAACP)

filed a class action suit against
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the City of Boston,

the Boston School Committee and the

Boston Public Schools claiming De-facto segregation and
unequal educational opportunities for minorities.
Two years later in a Federal Court in Boston, Judge
W.

Arthur Garrity ruled that school authorities had

knowingly carried out a systematic program of
segregation.
two phases.
1974,

The desegregation would be carried out in
Phase I was implemented in September of

busing students from one district to another to

racially balance schools.

Phase II was implemented the

following school year in September of 1975.

This phase

of the Court Order reorganized the school system into
nine

(9)

districts across the city to insure a mixed

racial attendance.
Magnet schools were created as one district.

This

was District 9 which encompassed citywide magnet
programs.

Students from any one of the other eight

districts could sign up to attend these magnet schools
under an open enrollment policy.
were:

Boston English High School,

The magnet schools
Boston High School,

Madison Park High School and the exam schools,
Latin,
School.

Boston

Boston Latin Academy and Boston Technical High
University pairing were also created.

Local

colleges and universities were paired with all schools.
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Boston High School was included as one of the magnet
schools.

The Court appointed monitors to watch the

desegregation process.

Two Court appointed monitors,

Dentler and Scott wrote that the selective need criteria
for enrollment at Boston High School was discriminatory.
The turbulence discussed in this section caused by the
i

Federal Court Order foreshadowed the change in the
enrollment policy at Boston High School.

The successes
i

of the program and the fact that the school was racially
i

balanced were never considered.

The Federal Court was

i

only concerned with the enrollment process.

The

Department of Implementation took over the enrollment
process and began assigning students in September of 1975
with the freshman class.
going into the tenth,

The at-risk students who were

eleventh and twelfth grades were

retained in the program.

The final class of at-risk

students to graduate from Boston High was in 1979.
The main problem with the Federal Court Order was the
preservation of the original integrity and mission of
Boston High School.

Modifications were allowed by the

Court for the exam schools,

while at the same time,

the

Court refused to grant any modifications in the
enrollment policy which would allow Boston High School to
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maintain its integrity in a setting that was always
integrated

(Eagan 1976).

The Work/Study Curriculum of Boston High
The work experience component comprised one-half of
the school day at Boston High School.

Many students were

placed in career entry positions at many large businesses
and companies such as New England Telephone,
and the Prudential Insurance Companies,
Computers,

Dental,

Sears,

Medical and Law offices,

and banks in Boston.

John Hancock
Wang

supermarkets,

All of these positions were located

in downtown Boston close to Boston High School,

and

students received wages between $2.75 and $6.00 an hour
(see Figure 2).

Students continued to work in these

positions during the summer with many students working
full time.

Discharge from a job constituted a failure

for the marking period and the student lost graduation
credits

(Ippolito,

1986).

The teachers who were job

supervisors related in interviews that once students were
placed in jobs,

very few were discharged from them.

In

serious cases where a student was discharged from their
job or if a student voluntarily left their place of
employment without school approval,

they could possibly

be dropped from the Boston High Program.

Under no

circumstances could a student report for work and not
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report for school.

Regular punctual attendance at school

and work was a forte of the program.

Attendance figures

for Boston High School from 1969 to 1978 averaged 85
percent

(Tables 3,5)

(Hayes,

1977).

This figure is

impressive when compared with the composite attendance
figures of other high schools citywide

(see Table 6).

The work/study curriculum is based on the vocational
theory of education.

This theory was based on the

summation that some students didn't like the standard
academic curriculum.

Practitioners then created the

work/study methodology which is a part of vocational
education.

This curriculum helped to prepare those

students for graduation and to help them to become
productive members of society.
Philosophy of the Boston High Program
The teachers and administrators of Boston High School
believed that many students who had been classified as
at-risk,

could be retained by the Boston Public Schools

if they were given the opportunity to experience a
meaningful purpose to their education
Booklet,

1970).

(Boston High

The Boston High Program was a school

where teachers were sincerely interested in the students
and empathized with their needs.

Many at-risk students
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suffer from alienation because of academic failure and
excessive absenteeism.

Self-esteem plays a major role

the life of an at-risk student

(Wehlage,

1983b).

in

The

philosophy of Boston High School was to do as much as
possible to

instill

in each student a positive

self-image,

to build up their confidence and personal

esteem to the point where they would have self respect
and a

sense of pride

at-risk students'

(Boston High Booklet,

increased.

of the students

of

their academic

It is a matter of record that most

in the Boston High Program,

able to adapt to the traditional
results

As

attitudes were affected through

achievement and the work experience,
aptitude

1970).

had not been

school program

(see

survey - Boston High in Appendix H) .

The

work/study curriculum of the Boston High Program was
geared to the needs of the at-risk students and provided
the

students with a variety of employment experiences.

The effectiveness of the Boston High Program in retaining
at-risk students was evidenced in the numbers of students
who graduated.

The effectiveness of the Boston High

Program will be supported by the responses to the
questionnaire/survey reviewed in Chapter IV.
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Conclusion
The authors reviewed in this study have stated that
there are many different types of alternative schools.
Some alternative schools have been created for the
"gifted" as well as the "poor" student,
and well-behaved,
at-risk.

for the advanced

as well as for the failing and the

Some alternative schools concentrate on basic

school skills,

while others pursue vocational education

or special talents and interests

(Gold & Mann,

1982).

Alternative programs such as work/study programs for
at-risk students have one thing in common; they are
different from the standard curriculum of conventional
urban schools.
available,

Accurate figures are not readily

but alternative schools for at-risk pupils

made up approximately one-third of all alternative
programs designed as responses to the problems of the
at-risk pupil

(Amove,

1978) .

This author surmises that

the Boston Public Schools are concerned with the at-risk
student.

The Boston School System is making a concerned

effort to respond constructively to the needs of the
at-risk student.
Wilson,

The Boston School Committee,

the Superintendent,

intervention,

Laval

his task force on at-risk

the business community,

parents and

teachers are all working to create alternative
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educational programs for the at-risk student.

Wehlage

reported that alternative educational programs for the
a^“r*s^ PuPil can replace failure with success,
with acceptance,

rejection

and alienation with social integration

and bonding to mainstream society

(Wehlage,

1983b).

The

Boston High Program was established to give at-risk
students some flexibility in curriculum and the
opportunity to work and to meet their personal needs.
Students dealing with real work situations and social
issues are much more likely to provide the personal
involvement in their work that students,
conventional curriculum,
according to Mr.

don't.

Ippolito,

responsibility in students.

in the

Boston High's program,

fostered initiative and
Further,

the attraction for

the at-risk students of getting a job and earning
self-respect as stated by Wehlage,
Bachman,

Foley & Crull,

and many other practitioners and researchers,

can be a powerful incentive to participate fully in an
alternative program.

This author will discuss the

regeneration of the Boston High Program in Chapter V.
Also,

this author will discuss the institution of a

Dropout Prevention and Intervention Center
urban at-risk pupils in the City of Boston.

(DPIC)

for

CHAPTER

III

METHODOLOGY
Introduction
To examine the Boston High Program between the years
1968 through 1979,

this study will use the following

design and procedures.

A historical perspective of the

Boston High program and its graduates will be obtained by
analysis of the data collected during the period from
September 1986 through August 1987.

This research was an

initiative to study the Boston High Program and its
effectiveness as an at—risk intervention work/study
program.

Boston Public Schools have been losing

approximately three thousand dropouts a year for the past
seven years.

New studies are being done especially in

Boston on Dropout Prevention and Intervention.

It is

hoped that this study will be of some help to the
Superintendent's Task Force on At-Risk Youth which is
searching for alternatives for at-risk pupils.

This

chapter will include the following procedures which were
followed in order to analyze the responses and opinions
from the subjects selected by random,

cross-sectional

clusters of graduates of Boston High between 1969 and
1978,

and the teachers and administrators who were

invited to participate in this dissertation.
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To evaluate the Boston High Program between the years
1968 through 1979,

this study will use the following

design and procedures:
a.

questionnaire/survey construct,

target population

and a cluster selection method;
b.

questionnaire/survey to twenty-five dropouts from
various high schools in the Boston Public
Schools;

c.

interviews with several teachers who have taught
at Boston High School since its inception to the
present time;

d.

interviews with the headmasters of Boston High
School from 1968 to 1987;

e.

interviews with job supervisors at Boston High
School who have worked in the program from 1968
to 1987;

f.

review and analysis of archival data,
documents,

field notes,

historical

Title I records and

documents from the Office of Research and
Development of the Boston Public Schools.
The questionnaire/survey and the interviews will be
vital to the design and validity of this historical
study.

A more detailed synopsis of the subjects and

sources of data follows:
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1.

Questionnaire/surveys will be sent to 283
students who were at-risk who graduated from the
Boston High Program during the years 1969 to
1978, when the school was an at-risk, work/study
intervention school.

2.

Questionnaire/surveys will be sent to 25 dropouts
from Boston High School.
These students were
randomly selected from a demographic cross
section of the city.

3.

Interviews will be conducted with several
teachers who have taught at Boston High School
at least twelve years and are familiar with both
eras of enrollment.
These teachers were chosen
because they represent the only teachers left in
Boston High School that have taught under all
headmasters.

4.

Interviews will be conducted with Mr. Joseph
Ippolito, the initiator and the school's first
director and headmaster from 1968, until 1981.
Mr. Ippolito is the current director of
Alternative Education in the Boston Public
Schools.
He gave this author the history and
development of Boston High as its enrollment
increased from thirty-nine students in 1969 to
its peak enrollment of eight hundred in 1981.

5.

Interviews will be conducted with Mr. Thomas
Hennessey, the current headmaster of Boston High
School, who graciously made Boston High School
available for this study.

6.

Interviews will be conducted with James Eagan,
Peter Clark and Paul Collins, job supervisors at
Boston High School from 1968 to the present time.
Job supervisors had to develop, fill and
maintain job opportunities for all students.

7.

Title I (Chapter I) documents will formulate
some of the data and statistical base for this
study.
Funds were obtained by Mr. Ippolito to
run the school in 1969.
Records had to be kept
by the administration for the Federal Government
and provided an excellent source of data.
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8.

Archival data will be reviewed to help formulate
a history of the Boston High Program from 1966 to
1987.
This will include magazine articles,
pamphlets and memorandums.

9.

Field notes and observations will be made of
Boston High School from the period September
1986 until August 1987 and used as a secondary
source of information.

The evaluative criteria will be assembled in question
form for subject response.

The subject responses of the

graduates will be used as the structural basis for data
analysis.

Based on the teacher and the administrative

responses during the interviews and the response by
graduates to the questionnaire/survey,
will be formulated.

the study design

A more detailed description of the

subjects selected follows.

The graduates selected for

the study will represent a cross cultural random
selection of students.

Each district of the City of

Boston will be represented in the random selection of the
students.

Teachers and job supervisors who will

participate in the interviews are doing so voluntarily
and also they have expressed a keen interest in this
author's study.
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Subjects
Two hundred and eighty-three graduates of Boston High
School between the years of 1969 and 1978 will be
heterogeneously selected to participate in the
questionnaire/survey.

These graduates will be randomly

selected using a cross-sectional Cluster Method.
variables to be examined are race,
residency,

then and now,

and graduates'

income,

The

ethnic background,

age,

job satisfaction

opinions on the continuation of the Boston

High Program.
The three headmasters who directed the school during
those years
author.

(1968-1988)

will be interviewed by this

Joseph Ippolito,

the founder and first director

of Boston High School and headmaster from 1969 until
1982; William Lawrence,
1986 and Thomas P.

the headmaster from 1982 until

Hennessey,

the current headmaster will

also participate in the interviews for this author's
historical account.
The perspectives of seven teachers and job
supervisors interviewed from both eras of enrollment at
Boston High School will be evaluated for impact on the
program analysis.

Also,

questionnaire/surveys from 25

dropouts of the BPS will be analyzed for their comments
about work/study and the Boston High Program.
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Design
The study design will be centered on the
questionnaire/survey approach,

personal interviews,

analysis of historical documents,

archival data,

and

field

notes and other historical information pertinent to
Boston High School.

Randomly selected graduates of the

Boston High Program will be the questionnaire/survey
subjects who will be invited to participate in the
historical study.

Opinions and responses will be analyzed

for interpretation of the Boston High School Program's
success factors.
The assumptions previously stated in Chapter One
will

formulate the data base for the questionnaire/survey

interrogatories and the interviews.

The study will also

examine the correlation of the tricultural population of
the Black and Hispanic surnamed students and the
principal Caucasian populations.

The population base for

the tri-cultural population will be derived from a
heterogeneously,

random,

cross-sectional selection of

enrolled Boston High School Program graduates over a
ten-year period

(1968-1978).

Additional variables will

be established as determinants of success based upon
demographics,

job satisfaction,

of self-esteem.

present salary and levels
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Instruments and Procedures
Evaluation of the subject responses will be
undertaken,

but only to analyze and tabulate to determine

the school's effectiveness.

Success cannot be measured

according to a standard formula.

The successes of the

Boston High Program can only be measured through the
individual responses of students.
Technique,

The Delphi Research

which was considered as an instrument of

measurement,

could not accurately measure the

questionnaire/survey.

This will be an anonymous survey

and the participants cannot be brought together for a
reappraisal to reform their opinions of the Boston High
Program.

A pilot study of the questionnaire/survey will

be done to test the validity of the instrument.
Adjustments of the questionnaire/survey will be made when
the twenty-five

(25)

pilot tests results are examined.

The results will record their frames of reference of
their remarks.

Their individual responses will be

categorized to such questions as:

What are the things

that worked/didn't work for you; Why did they/didn't they
work; What are the things that could have been done
differently by you/school and the administration
survey results in Appendix H).

(see

The final analysis will

be to draw a consensus of what made Boston High School a
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successful work/study program for those at-risk students.
A series of tables and figures of responses will be
created and graphically displayed in Chapter IV.

The

summarization of the findings in Chapter IV will lend
credence to the writer's assumptions as to what made
Boston High School work for at-risk students.
An empirical standard of validity will not be applied
to the questionnaire/survey since its purpose will not be
to generate statistically significant hypotheses.
the nature of this study,

Due to

some subjects had not been

contacted by the School Department since graduation and
records of subjects at Boston High were primitive.
However,

this will be a historical study and the use of

the questionnaire/survey will be to gather historical
documentation only.

The questionnaire/survey is being

used only to gather opinions from graduates about the
effectiveness of the work/study concept.

Work/study

curriculum played a major role in the success of the
Boston High Program,

and the student responses will be

very important to this research.
Ouestionnaire/Survev
One method this writer will utilize to collect data
will be the distribution of a questionnaire/survey during
the months of February 1987 through August 1987.

This
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questionnaire/survey will be sent to approximately three
hundred graduates of Boston High School during the years
1969 to 1978.

The questions were developed to collect

data in the following areas:
occupation,

graduates' data relevant to

salary at time of graduation vs.

the present time,
information,

family information,

salary at

demographic

further education since graduating from

Boston High School,

and participants comments about the

Boston High Program as an alternative work/study
curriculum for at-risk students.

The graduates will be

randomly selected by cluster groups by year of
graduation.

The graduates to be randomly selected

represented a cross-sectional representation of the city.
The questionnaire/survey has been critiqued by
Dr.

Frank Rife,

Professor in the School of Education at

the University of Massachusetts,

Amherst.

A pilot study

of the survey will be done with 25 graduates.

Fifteen of

those students had graduated between the academic years
1969 and 1978 and ten of whom were graduates between 1979
and 1983.

After the pilot survey is done,

format changes

and improvements will be implemented to facilitate the
completion and return of the survey.
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Selection of Participant
A list of the names of three hundred

(300)

Boston

High School graduates between the years of 1969 and 1978
will formulate the statistical population base.
heterogeneous,

clustered,

random cross-sectional

selection will be developed,

to insure that a broad

representation of participants was reached,
representative race,

sex,

A

i.e.,

age and geographical

representation of the City of Boston.
These names will be obtained from the archival
records kept at Boston High School.
be of graduates only.

Names obtained will

No addresses have been updated and

graduate records were stored alphabetically and not by
year of graduation at Boston High School.

Graduate

records did not include racial background information
until 1974.

This will cause some problem in keeping the

survey tricultural,

but based on surnames and residency,

this author will be able to make a fair determination of
race.

Also,

with the assistance of the teachers who

remembered many of the students,

race will be determined

more accurately.
Method of Distribution
The questionnaire/survey will be mailed to two
hundred eighty-three graduates who were heterogeneously,
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randomly selected to participate in this study.

A Letter

of Transmittal will be sent to these graduates explaining
the purpose of this study and also included will be a
Permission Form regarding their privacy rights,
release of information.

A stamped,

envelope will be included

and

self-addressed return

(see Appendices C & D).

The

graduates will be informed that the results of the survey
can be obtained from the University of Massachusetts and
that the information gathered from the
questionnaire/survey will be used in my dissertation and
that this questionnaire/survey will remain anonymous and
no names were used in the dissertation.

A second mailing

will take place after six weeks to insure a maximum
response rate of the questionnaire/survey.

This will be

a second attempt at delivering letters that are returned
by the Post Office.
The Interviews
To insure that the research data this author will
gather for the historical account of the Boston High
School Program is accurate,

in-depth interview questions

were developed in order to obtain as much information and
history as possible.

The interviews will consist

of open- ended questions

(see Appendix A)

with

participants voluntarily offering their opinions.
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These interviews will be conducted between September 1986
and June 1987.

Teacher, job supervisors and

administrator interviews, will be analyzed for
correlative reflections among variables of tenure at the
Boston High Program.

The University of Massachusetts

will allow all participants in these interviews, perusal
of all data collected under an agreement with the
University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All data collected

will become the property of the Boston Secondary Schools
Project

(BSSP)

and the School of Education.

The Interview Questions
The interview format and design was developed with
the help of Dr. Reza Zaimaran, Research Assistant to
Boston Secondary Schools Project (BSSP)
Director,
Dr.

Dr. Atron Gentry.

Frank Rife,

and Program

Questions were critiqued by

Professor, School of Physical Education,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

Each interview

question was related to the operational structure of the
Boston High Program, the history of Boston High and
student enrollment variables identified as: the sense of
commitment of the at-risk students vs. the sense of
commitment of open enrollment students; the attendance of
all students,

at-risk vs. open enrollment, the perception

of success of the at-risk students in their work careers
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vs.

the success rate of open enrollment students.

Twenty

interview questions will be used as the basis for all the
interviews.

The order of the questions will vary in

order to maintain a cordial,

and conversational setting

between the interviewer and the interviewee.
A portion of the questions will be developed from
those factors previously noted in order to determine how
students in the Boston High Program were able to deal
with those areas and if their responses to those factors
have led them to different levels of success or failure.
The Interviewer Qualifications
Qualifications of this doctoral candidate include
prior research experience in questionnaire development,
collection and analysis in the School Based Management of
the Timilty Middle School and course work in BSSP.
Practice measure includes expert assistance from
Professor Rife,

in preparation and analysis of the

research instrument.
Zaimaran,

Also,

course work with Dr.

Reza

Research Specialist with the Boston Secondary

Schools Project,

enabled this author to understand and

implement the necessary procedures in the historical
research of Boston High School.
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Materials and Apparatus
This writer will use the tape recorder as the major
method of recording interview responses depending on
whether the participant allows the use of the tape
recorder.

The participant/interviewee will have the

option to select taped response recording or field note
interviewing.

Field notes will be used to record

subjective responses and nuances by interviewee.

Time,

date and location of interview will also be noted.
Interviewing as a means of gathering information for this
dissertation was chosen as a primary source to obtain the
most accurate information and history of the Boston High
Program.
An IBM Personal Computer will be utilized to help
with the tabulation and computation of questionnaire
responses.

All responses will be kept on a file for easy

reference.

Mailing lists will be indexed using PC File

according to the race,
time of graduation.

sex,

Also,

demographics and residency at
all interviews will be

transcribed on the IBM PC and stored for easy reference.
Analysis of Historical Documentation
The essential features of this study will be to
document the effectiveness of the Boston High Program and
its original mission as an at-risk intervention
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work/study program.

The questionnaire/survey responses

will be tabulated and analyzed for program effectiveness
validation.

Teacher and administrator interviews will

also formulate a reflective and concurrent representation
of the history of the Boston High Program.
Ippolito,

initiator,

Mr. Joseph

first director and headmaster of the

Boston High Program has given this author over ten hours
of an accurate and factual history of how and why the
program was initiated.
were also kept by Mr.
registrar,
Title I,

Accurate records of the program
James Eagan,

the school's

for the State Department of Education and

which federally subsidized the program.
Sources:

Primary

Historical documentation for this study will be
obtained from several primary and secondary sources.
Primary sources included the following:
1.

Mr.

Ippolito,

initiator and director of the

Boston High program funded under Title I,

and

later headmaster of the Boston High School
representing the subsequent transformed status of
the program to regular high school status in the
Boston Public Schools.

.

2

Mr.

Lawrence and Mr.

Hennessey,

the succeeding

Headmasters of Boston High School.
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3.

Interviews with teachers,

job supervisors,

and

administrators whose tenure dates back to 1969 at
Boston High School.
4.

Questionnaire/survey consisting of a random
selection format which was sent to approximately
300 graduates of Boston High who were selected to
be subjects who graduated between the years 1968
and 1979.

5.

School records of Boston High School graduates
maintained on site by school registrar,

James

Eagan.
6.

Archival Records of the Boston High Program
kept for Title I for Federal compliance reports.

7.

Interviews with graduates of Boston High School
acquiescing to telephone interviews in the
questionnaire/survey.

8.

Interviews with students now attending the
Boston High Work/Study Program acquiescing
to their reasons why they are attending
Boston High School.
Sources:

Secondary

Secondary sources of information will include the
following but will not be limited to:
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1.

Author observations made during the internship
period at Boston High from September 1986 to
August 1987.

2.

Journal article,
Hiqh School,
1976,

3.

The Story of Hard Nosed Boston

published in American Education,

May

featuring the Boston High Program.

Published articles written about Boston High
School in the Boston Globe and the Boston Herald
newspapers.

4.

Interviews with Anne Wheelock,

at-risk student

advocate and author.
5.

Informal conversations with Dr.

Rudolph Crew,

former Deputy Superintendent of Curriculum and
Instruction,
6.

Boston Public Schools.

Analysis of author developed questionnaire/survey
sent to Boston Public School dropouts.

7.

Communication with James Weber,

Senior Research

specialist at the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education,
March 19,

1987.

Ohio State University on
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Analysis of Surveys.

Interviews and Archival

nat-a

Data analysis will follow a cumulative enumeration
and interpretation construct of responses among the
various questionnaire/survey items.

The data analyzed for

study will also involve presentation of the results of
selected interviews.
students'

The diminished recency of the

time frame allowed for a simplified enumeration

and presentation of the results.
Assumptions,

questionnaire/survey design techniques

and interview factors depended on a number of conditions.
Such conditions were identified as race,

sex,

background,

The

demographics and residency.

heterogeneous,

randomly selected,

ethnic

group responses will be

analyzed by a cumulation analysis of totals in each
response category.

Successes of the Boston High Program

and its graduates cannot be measured by a standard form.
Successes could only be described and evaluated for
authenticity.
Independent Computer Consultants will be used by this
author to produce graphic illustrations of the results of
the survey.

Paradox,

a computer software program, will be

used to produce a relational Database.

Results of

questionnaire/survey will be transcribed and key questions
in the survey will be fed into the computer program to
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produce lists of figures and tables.

The questions as

illustrated in the figures and tables in Chapter IV and
V and in Appendix H will validate this author's perceived
assumptions about the effectiveness of the Boston High
Program.
The logical analysis of the questionnaire/survey and
the interviews will be examined inductively.

The results

will be used to substantiate the assumptions stated in
this writer's argument that Boston High School be
regenerated as an effective means of serving at-risk
students.

Summarization of the historical research data

involved logical analysis of information received from Mr.
Ippolito,

and several teachers.

All sources of historical

data will be subjected to strict educational analysis to
determine both the authenticity and their accuracy.
determining the accuracy of the historical data,

In

this

researcher will consider the following four factors:
knowledge and competence of the author,

the delay of time

between the occurrence of the program and recording of the
events,

prejudiced motives of the author,

of the data.

Finally,

and consistency

the questionnaire/survey will be

used as a measurement model only to examine the successes
and the effectiveness of the graduates of the Boston High
Program.

CHAPTER

IV

QUESTIONNAIRE/SURVEY RESULTS
Introduction
This author's historical research has recorded
substantive evidence of the previous successes of the
Boston High Work/Study Program.

At-risk students who

entered the work/study program at Boston High School
experienced an increase in self-esteem,

and had better

relationships at Boston High with teachers and
administrators.

Two hundred and eighty-three

(283)

questionnaire/surveys were sent to a randomly selected,
cross-sectional,
School

clustering of graduates from Boston High

from 1968 to 1979.

The total number of graduates

during this period was 1,128 students
surveys reflected 25 percent
between 1969 and 1978.
was eighty

(80).

(25%)

(Table 1).

The 283

of the total graduates

The number of surveys returned

This represented a 29 percent

return of the questionnaire/surveys.

(29%)

The

questionnaire/surveys were answered anonymously by eighty
(80)

graduates.

This author used a two-step process for

data analysis of the questionnaire/survey.
step,

The first

quantitative analysis, was structured using the

personal computer program PC File.
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A data base
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was formed by creating a computer file for each student
in the designated test population.

A file for each

student recorded the following data:
student number,
,

an anonymous

name and address of graduate,

age at graduation,

and race.

year of

The objective

was to draw a profile of each graduate to communicate the
results in an illustrated graphic format.

The process

resulted in a frequency distribution of the successes and
effectiveness of the Boston High Program validating a
cross-sectional,

randomly selected distribution of

graduates.
Step two was a process of gathering the qualitative
data of the questionnaire/survey.

A second data base was

developed by an independent computer consulting company
using the personal computer program,

Paradox.

Responses

to questions in the questionnaire/survey were recorded
and a relational data base was established.

The data

analysis conducted by the independent computer consulting
company included the following:
1.

a report of the questionnaire/survey by year of
graduation;

.

2

a report of questionnaire/survey data for which
graphs have been created;
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3.

twelve

figures graphically illustrating

questions
4.

3,6,9,10,14,16,17,19,20;

a report showing the distribution of graduates by
year,

involved in post graduate education,

employment or other gainful endeavors;

5.

1970 to

figures graphically illustrating the years

1978 according to male/female distribution of
graduates

involved in education,

employment or

other endeavors.
Using the software computer program,

Paradox,

the

relational data bases of the graduate responses were
thoroughly explored before any conclusions were drawn.
The relational data base structure enabled further
analysis by combining the quantitative results with the
qualitative results.
survey trends.
survey responses

The data base was queried for

Appendix H and Tables

1 and 2

reflect the

from each graduate.

The students were queried on their personal opinions
of Boston High,

the work/study program,

the teachers and

administrators and the overall effectiveness of the
Boston High Program.

From a total of the 80 responses

that were obtained from Boston High graduates,
percent

84.6

indicated they are currently experiencing job
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satisfaction (Figure 6).

Respondents were asked what

type of job they are presently working.
responses were:

Some of the

repair technician, hairdresser, bus

driver, police officer, mason, bank clerk, personal
secretary, word processor, Boston Edison employee,
painter,

airline employee and telephone company employee.

A complete result of the survey can be found in Appendix
H.

Many other job titles are listed there that were

given by the respondents. Responses further indicated
that those graduates most definitely felt that Boston
High School prepared them for the future (Figure 12).
Ninety-five percent of those who responded indicated that
the work/study training they received at Boston High had
prepared them for a working career.

It should be noted

that the Boston High Program was not only preparing
students for a working career, but that twenty-four
percent of those graduates that responded indicated that
they continued on to post graduate education (Figure 13) .
A review of Archival records showed that during the same
period of this author's study, the school department's
records indicated that 12 percent of the students
attended some form of post-secondary education (Figure

).

23

Those results reported by the school department are
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part of the yearly Follow-Up Studies.

Responses

indicated that many of the graduates went on to post
secondary education

(PSE),

but not necessarily

immediately following graduation from Boston High
13) .

(Figure

The Boston School Department could possibly get a

clearer picture by doing Follow-Up studies
years

five to ten

later to ascertain a more precise percentage of

students who attended post secondary education.
Further positive proof of the effectiveness of the
Boston High Program during the years of this study,
1968

to

1979,

can be

found in the low transfer rate

Boston High School has had since its

inception.

While

the rest of the city had been experiencing high transfer
and dropout rates,

except for the Latin Schools,

Boston

High School had a transfer rate of only three percent
(3%)

and a dropout rate of 25 percent

years of this
(Ippolito,
6) .

(25%)

during the

study and also at the present time

Boston Public School Statistics,

1986)

(Table

Compared with the national average of 32 percent,

this
had a

is

significant,

especially when Boston High School

school population of at-risk students who were

seriously prone to dropping out.
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The Boston High School Program was a
school"

according to one headmaster.

"no-nonsense

Students were there

to work and to get a high school diploma.
rate of Boston High School

The success

is evidenced by the number of

graduates who responded to the questions

#16 and #20.

Ninety-six percent of those who responded to the
question,

"Was the Work/study program at Boston High

School helpful

in your future?"

High Program was helpful
question

indicated that the Boston

(Figure 12).

In response to

#20 that asked the graduate "Would you recommend

Boston High School
at-risk students?",

continue as a work/study program for
responses were

100 percent in favor

of continuing the philosophy of the Boston High Program
(Figure 7) .
evaluated
of their
gave

Success does not necessarily have to be

in terms of money,

but in many cases

intrinsic satisfaction.

The Boston High Program

its at-risk students something of

which was confidence

in terms

in themselves

immeasurable value

(Figure 9).

Ninety-four percent of those graduates who responded to
question

#19

answered yes.

It can be determined that most of the direct
successes of many Boston High graduates was an extrinsic
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result of
program

its teachers,

administrators and the work/study

(Figures 7,8,9).

interviewed,

Students and teachers

corroborated to this author that the

forte

of the school was the work/study program.
Mr.

Ippolito,

first headmaster of Boston High School

indicated that a tremendous amount of work by the staff
and administration was put
1986).

into job matching

(Ippolito,

The nature of the jobs that these at-risk

students held was usually near career level positions.
The

implications that not many graduates of the Boston

High Program were entering Post-Secondary Education is
misleading.

This author's review of Follow-Up Studies by

the Boston School

Department does show that only 12

percent of graduates between 1969-1978
Post-Secondary Education
results

(PSE)

entered

(Figure 14).

These

represent what students did immediately following

high school graduation.

In contrast,

this author's

questionnaire/survey recorded that 24 percent of the
graduates who responded attended PSE

(Figure 13).

The

implication of my study contrasts with that of the Boston
School

Department.

The Follow-Up Study done by the

Boston Public Schools does not accurately measure Boston
High's effectiveness to prepare students
because of the

for the future

immediacy of the Follow-Up Study.
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Every student at Boston High School was closely
supervised by their homeroom teacher who doubled as their
job supervisor (Eagan,

1987).

Graduates surveyed and interviewed as part of this
study related that upon graduation and entry into the
work force they were at an advantage because "they had
been working for years".

The responses to question #14

which asked graduates about their attendance at PSE,
indicated that 76 percent didn't attend post-graduate
school

(Figure 13).

Yet, those who answered the optional

question of their yearly income had an average annual
income of $23,000

(Figure 3), which is well above the per

capita income for Massachusetts which in 1986 was
$17,500.

It should also be noted that the per capita

income for many towns in Boston is less than $9,000
(CWEC,

1986).

This represents further empirical evidence

of the successes of the graduates of the Boston High
Program and its work/study curriculum,
measured by a monetary standard.

if success is

The demographics of

this study included a cross-section of the city of
Boston.

Students who answered the questionnaire/survey

came from the following towns: Brighton, Charlestown,
Dorchester, East Boston, Hyde Park, Jamaica Plain,
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Mattapan,

Roslindale,

Roxbury.

Figure

South Boston,

West Roxbury and

1 graphically illustrates the numbers of

responses and from what area they lived at the time of
graduation.

A study of the demographics at time of

9^^^^ation indicated that the responses were evenly
distributed given the racial balance of the city.
All

of the towns

represented

in the City of Boston were

in the questionnaire/survey.

The student

population of the Boston High School was drawn from
a cross-section of the city.

All cultures and ethnic

backgrounds were represented in the questionnaire/survey.
Responses were not categorized by racial composition,
the tri-cultural population of Boston High,
Hispanic,

black,

but

white,

was equally represented.

From the responses to Question #4
illustrated

in Figure 1,

as graphically

a cross-sectional

representation of the City responded to the
questionnaire/survey.

The author surmises

responses of the graduates to Question #10,
that although only

initially

graduates were able to

learned for the work component of the

program's work/study curriculum.
responses

(Figure 2),

12 percent of the graduates

attended post-graduate school,
apply the skills

from the

It was clear that most

indicated that they were not working in the job
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they had when they graduated from Boston High School,
they were working in better paying positions.

This

assumption is validated by comparing figures 2

and 3

which graphically illustrates

income then and income now.

In response to Question #7,
working,

but

most desirable job now

some positions that were listed by respondents
i

were as

follows:

collector,

bus driver,

school

nurse's aid,

security officer,

toll

police officer,
i

nurse,

data entry operators,

readers,

secretaries,

insurance company policy

locksmith,

construction workers,
I

laborers,

telephone operators,

health care workers,

and
i

several graduates held post office positions.
author's

The

indicative conclusion was that Boston High
i

graduates are working.
author's

The

inferences drawn from this

interpretation are conditional,

but the presence

of the evidence documented in the responses to the
questionnaire/survey,
Figures

1-14,

supervisors,

the

as graphically illustrated in

interviews with teachers,

job

administrators past and present,

information obtained

and the

from Archival Records validate the

effectiveness and successes of the Boston High School
Work/Study Program.
way of retrieving
history

(Kahn

&

Survey methods are often the only

information about a respondent's past

Carnell,

1968).

The history of the
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graduates of the Boston High Program,
was essential

past and present,

in presenting meaningful data on the

effectiveness and the successes of the Boston High
Program.
Observable Outcomes
The conditions which made the program successful were
based on the philosophy of the Boston High Program,

the

administration and the teaching staff and the work/study
concepts.

The theme of Boston High School during the

years of this study between 1968
Succeeds Like Success".
same theme.

Today,

the school

"Nothing

still has the

The questionnaire/survey asked respondents

in question

#13,

High School

(see Survey results

responses

and 1979 was,

what type of teachers they had at Boston
in Appendix H).

Student

indicated that 70 percent felt they had

teachers they learned from.

Sixty-five percent

(65%)

responded that the teachers they had were kind and sixty
percent

(60%)

felt that the teachers were caring.

Graduates were also asked to respond to questions
concerning their confidence in the teachers,
administration and whether or not they respected the
authority at school.
students

Responses clearly indicated that

respected authority at Boston High School.

Ninety one percent of those who responded to Question #17
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indicated that they did respect the teachers and the
administration of the school

(Figure 11) .

Ninety two

percent of those who responded to question #19 indicated
that they had confidence in the teachers
eighty-seven percent

(87%)

in the Administration

(Figure 8)

and

indicated they had confidence

(Figure 10)

at Boston High School.

Graduates overwhelmingly indicated that their teachers
were kind,

caring and they respected them.

often called their homes,

Teachers

met their parents or guardians

and visited them at their worksites.

Peng

(1983)

wrote

that at-risk students often feel alienated from the rest
of the student body and felt teachers didn't care about
them.

In an informal dropout survey this author

conducted in 1986 with twenty-five dropouts from the
Boston Public Schools,

twenty-three of the twenty-five

students indicated that they felt teachers didn't care
about them,

and could have done more to help them if they

had taken the time

(Appendix E) .

The relationship here

is that these at-risk students at Boston High School felt
that the teachers played an important role in their
future

(Figure 12).

Graduates were nurtured and educated

by those teachers at Boston High,
graduates'
overlooked.

and their role in the

success at Boston High Program cannot be
It should be noted that the original
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staff of Boston High Program was handpicked by the
administration.

The original administrators were given

the flexibility to choose the teachers they felt could
wor"^ with at—risk students and to choose those teachers
who had an acute interest in the work/study concept.
Further significance can be found from the responses
to question #13.

At-risk students suffer from low

self-esteem and lack of self-respect.

Those teachers,

who were the original stakeholders in this program, were
classified by the respondents as kind and caring.
Wehlage

(1983b)

wrote that society perceived at-risk

students to be social deviates.

Teachers interviewed

were asked their feelings about this statement.

All

responded that their students were not social deviates;
in fact,

they felt their students were not much different

from regular education students.

The status of at-risk

students at Boston High School improved as a result of
being recipients of the services of their teachers.
While the staff effectiveness reflects the smoothness and
efficiency of the services and their effect upon the
students to whom the services were provided,
were not being evaluated.

teachers

This author was seeking to

measure achievement of the graduates, while the personnel
emphasized the techniques to implement the Boston High
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Program.

Teachers have to be considered when

evaluating the success of any academic program.

The

significance of their input was clearly recognized in
this study of the Boston High Program.
Interviews with Teachers
Revisions in programs may cause changes in
relationships to clients...which produce uneasiness in
the organization over called for program adjustments
(Weiss,

1972,

p.

112).

The teachers and job supervisors that this author
interviewed at Boston High School had the following
observable profiles:
age to 60.

their ages ranged from 40 years of

Five of the seven interviewed had taught at

Boston High School since it opened; the other two had
taught there for 15 years;
and hispanic;

the teachers were black,

white

all had applied for their positions and had

to compete with others for their assignment at Boston
High School;

finally the one profile they all fit into

was that they were at Boston High School because they
believed in the philosophy of the program and had a
genuine interest in the at-risk students who attended
during the years of this study.
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It should come as no surprise that the administrators
and teachers fiercely resisted the change in 1975 when
the Court ordered the new enrollment policy from at-risk
enrollment to open enrollment at Boston High School.
They pleaded their arguments before the school committee,
Judge Garrity and numerous community members,
avail.

but to no

Boston High School was to become a Magnet School,

drawing students from all district across the city,
offering the work/study concept as the magnetism.

The

teachers and administrators interviewed were
diametrically opposed to the transformation of Boston
High School to an open enrollment school and would
welcome its return as an at-risk intervention school.
Teachers felt the original mission purpose of the Boston
High Program was very instrumental in its application to
the problem of dealing with at-risk intervention.

The

program's significance became even more noticeable during
the first two years of busing when hundreds of students,
Black,

White,

High School.

Hispanic and Asian were referred to Boston
This was a period when the Boston Public

Schools were losing close to 18,000 students between 1974
and 1977.

Boston High School enrolled 1,800 students

during this period and continued to increase its
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enrollment until the court stopped the selective need
assignment process at Boston High School.

Forced busing

to achieve de facto desegregation exacerbated the dropout
problem in Boston which was on the rise because of Court
Ordered Busing.

No intervention program existed except

for the Boston High School work/study program.

The

teachers and administrators at Boston High School were
dedicated and were specially chosen for their belief and
interest in the work/study concept.

Teachers interviewed

indicated that students have changed over the last ten
years especially since the enrollment policy was changed.
The average age of the Boston High graduate was 19 years,
5 months.
months.

The average age now is around 18 years,

7

Students who were assigned during the at-risk

period didn't do as well,

academically,

as the open

enrollment students according to teachers interviewed.
The at-risk students were better workers and presented
less problems for their job supervisors and homeroom
teachers.

Students have become more academically

oriented and less interested in the work/study concept.
The one question many teachers interviewed asked
rhetorically was,

why should students who aren't

interested in the work/study concept be assigned to
Boston High School.

These students,

teachers felt,
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should be assigned to their district high school and not
enrolled at Boston High School by the Department of
Implementation,

sometimes just to fill a racial guota.

Some students who are assigned,

sign up for the Boston

High Program just to escape their own district high
school.

Boston High School has a good reputation and it

represents a better alternative for district students.
Unfortunately,

at-risk students have been denied

immediate access to the program because they have to
compete for an assignment to the school,

with students

who are not as in need of the work/study program as they
are.

Under the old enrollment policy,

at-risk student who applied,

nearly every

or was recommended was

enrolled in the Boston High Program

(Ippolito,

1986).

The facts remain that at-risk students from 1968 to 1979
were being treated at Boston High School with the
work/study concept and the results were encouraging.
Between 1968 and 1979,
enrollment,

during the years of at-risk

Boston High School graduated over eleven

hundred students

(Table 1).

Teachers who had taught at

Boston High School since it opened and who had helped
many at-risk students to graduate,

felt that many more

could have been graduated if they had a larger school,
staff and adequate funding.
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When the administration of the Boston Public Schools
recognized that the program was effectively dealing with
students who had severe attendance and/or academic
problems,
Court.

it should have documented its successes for the

The Federal Court was approached by the staff and

administration of Boston High School when Phase II of the
Federal Court Order was announced in April of 1974.

They

wanted to continue the program as it had been operating
and appealed to Federal Judge W. Arthur Garrity to
reconsider his Court Order that included Boston High
School as part of the magnet school concept open to all
students.

The judge denied all motions by the staff and

administration of Boston High School and further
indicated that the selective need criteria for enrollment
was discriminatory.
history.

There's an irony to this part of the

Boston High School in 1974 was more racially

balanced than any other district high school in the city.
The school had a racial composition of White,
43%;
1979,

Hispanic,

11% and Other,

1 %

(Title I,

45%;

Black,

1977).

In

the Court allowed the Boston School System to

initiate two alternative schools called Another Course to
College

(ACC)

and Urban Studies.

Both programs were

allowed to select students from district high schools who
maintained their residency at the district school and
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attended ACC or Urban Studies.

The irony of this

situation was that the Court, while denying Boston High
School a modification in the enrollment order,

it allowed

the city to have an alternative program that used a
selective criteria for enrollment.

A final irony was

that when the Urban Studies program was cancelled,

Boston

High School took over their school and remains at its
present site.

ACC continues to select students from

district high schools and educate these students at their
off-campus site on Joy Street,

downtown Boston.

Teachers at Boston High School were obligated to
abide by the Court's mandated open enrollment policy.
The first year of open enrollment was calamitous.
incoming freshman class was unruly.

The

Many of the students

who were assigned by the Department of Implementation
didn't even sign up for the Boston High Program,
want to work,

didn't

didn't want to be there and were under the

age of sixteen,

the legal working age

Interviews and Title I,

(Archival Records,

1977).

The teachers interviewed further elaborated that
during the first three years of open enrollment,

students

were reluctant to work certain jobs, were being more
selective of job opportunities and exhibited a
"cockiness" towards absenteeism from work and school.
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Attendance dropped from a peak of 92 percent in 1974 to
88 percent in 1978.

This attendance rate was still very

and second only to the exam schools.
This author's interrogatories with teachers on the
effectiveness of the work/study program was extremely
positive.

At—risk students noted in their guestionnaires

that they had a certain sense of affiliation with the
teachers of Boston High School.

Responses by teachers

during interviews indicated that many of the work/study
job placements were above entry level positions,
offered career opportunities.

and many

Although every teacher had

a different paradigmatic posture,

the author's obligation

was to attempt to objectively evaluate the program's
effectiveness.
The staff interviewed felt the program data should be
limited in usage,
appeared.

particularly where negative results

The objectives of this author's research were

normatively based in ways where the goals of basic
science are not.

This historical research was limited

and oriented to my questions,

based on my assumptions

assessing the effectiveness of the work/study concept and
the Boston High Program.

My research questions and

interviews helped to answer these questions through
increased knowledge of Boston High School,

its work/study
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program and its at-risk population from 1968 to 1979.
This author discussed this explanation with interviewees
and explained that various groups within the school
department,

especially the Superintendent's Task Force

dealing with At-Risk Youth expressed interest in the
successes of the at—risk intervention program
G) .

Further,

(Appendix

this author stated to interviewees that a

potential policy change would be more likely to be
activated by those who are interested in returning Boston
High School to its original mission purpose of servicing
at-risk students.
Interviewees were receptive to this author's genuine
interest and specialized competence in understanding,
predicting and studying the history of Boston High
School.

Their expectations corroborated their feelings

that Boston High School could better service at-risk
students by allowing at-risk students to be referred to
the Boston High Program and enroll them under the same
policy that ACC students are enrolled with the student
maintaining residency in their district high school.
Teachers further related when interviewed that the Boston
High School model could be successfully operated at the
district high schools on a smaller scale.

The work/study

concept is simple and could easily be applied without
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additional staff or cost to the school system.

This will

be discussed in further detail in Chapter Five.
Interviews with Administrators
Mr.

Joseph Ippolito,

the founder and first director

and administrator of the Boston High Program from 1968 to
1981,

was interviewed several times by the author

formally and informally.

Several hours of conversation

and interviews transpired between Mr.
author.

Mr.

Ippolito and this

Ippolito related that the foundations for

the Boston High Program began several years before the
Boston High Program was established.
was from its inception 19 years ago,

Boston High School,
identified as the

work/study program for Boston's high school students.
is,

in its simplest form,

It

the classic magnet high school.

When Boston High School was restrained from recruiting
and interviewing students and requiring parents to attend
a private orientation meeting with the administration,
and since all student assignments were being done by
geo-code/racial codes without any regard to such factors
as age,

eligibility or student preference, Mr.

(1987)

reminisced that the administration and staff were

forced to watch helplessly.
discipline eroded,

Ippolito

As attendance plummeted,

expectation levels dropped sharply,

student attitudes worsened,

and staff and student morale
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deteriorated.

An enormously disproportionate amount of

their time and energies were directed towards 3 percent
of the students who were straight out disturbers and a
threat to the safety and educational process of every
other student

(Ippolito,

1982).

Mr.

Ippolito stated that

he continually petitioned the Superintendent and his
administration to return Boston High School to a true
alternative program of work/study.

In 1982, Mr.

Ippolito

was promoted to a position of Community Superintendent in
the Boston Public Schools.

He made the following

recommendations for Boston High School as an alternative
school in letters to the Superintendent and the Boston
School Committee:
1.

A.

Student Selection Criteria

All students must be willing to attend school
regularly,

on time and present themselves in a

lady-like or gentlemanly fashion at all times.
2.

Students must be willing and able to obtain and
maintain a part-time job and closely adhere to all
company rules.

3.

Students must be serious about obtaining as much
education as possible while in school and to
contribute to the overall well-being and
reputation of the school.
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B.

Students who cannot maintain steady employment shall
be removed from the school rolls.

(Returned to

Sending Schools or referred to another Magnet
School.)
1.

Students who "refuse" a job usually are detected
early.

They,

too,

shall be removed from the

rolls.
2.

Students will be required to attend a
pre-enrollment briefing with a parent,

conducted

by the school's administration to clearly
delineate school policy regarding conduct,
work,

job performance,

responsibilities.

school

and student duties and

Also,

at this time,

the roll of

the parent and the school are clearly spelled out
so that all parties concerned know what is
expected from each other.
Mr.

Ippolito stated in 1982

in his recommendations

and reiterated it again during my interviews with him,
that Boston High School is not a "last chance" school for
hard-core discipline problems since their past
performances prohibit the school from placing them in a
job-position.

In addition,

possible legal problems could

arise if Boston High school is designated as a school for
disciplinary or disruptive students.

The Daly-Bartley
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Bill

(Chapter 766)

as well as the Federal Court's own

directive states that no school shall serve as a
repository for special needs students which includes
substantially separate

.04 students.

These students are

supposed to be apportioned throughout the school system
(Eagan,

1976).

The Boston High School Parent Committee in 1987 wrote
a letter to John Nucci,
Committee,

President of the Boston School

expressing their outrage that parents and

students of Boston High School were neither involved,

nor

even consulted concerning the possible change in
enrollment to include discipline students.
Mr.

Ippolito

exceptions,

(1982)

also added that with rare

Boston High School would be most anxious to

provide opportunities to every marginal student with the
understanding that failure to comply with school and
company rules shall be cause for immediate return to the
sending school.

This single factor more importantly

would provide Boston High School with sincere and serious
at-risk students who seek good job opportunities combined
with academics.
Mr.

Ippolito stated that discipline problems were not

trademarks of this group;

they were just plain dropouts.

These young men and women simply existed within, without
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participating in the school community.

Urban students

who are at-risk often feel alienated by the school
system.

These kids aren't interested in neither academic

nor vocational skills.

Then,

as now,

there were

excellent programs for those interested in academics,

but

there is a total vacuum when it comes to programs for the
at-risk student.

From 1966 to 1975 when the Court

ordered open enrollment at Boston High School,

every

effort was made to seek out and enroll potential dropouts
and at-risk students.
Interviews with Job Supervisors
Three job supervisors at Boston High School were
interviewed.

They were very excited about their

responsibilities and have been at Boston High School
since it was begun.

They began as teachers and were

promoted to their positions.

They related that most of

the at-risk students were older and perceived themselves
to be adults.

Their past histories as failures were

forgotten after they began working and could associate
themselves with large firms,
and businesses.

banks,

insurance companies

The association with these successful

businesses increased at-risk students level of
self-esteem and respect.

These at-risk students didn't

work at McDonald's or Burger King.

The job supervisors
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further stated that students felt fast-food jobs are for
dropouts and they are not part of that group.
Over seventy companies have an ongoing working
relationship with Boston High School according to the job
supervisors.

Average pay ranges from $3.55 per hour to

$6.00 per hour depending on students'

skills.

Students

worked full time during school vacations and during the
summer.
Job supervisors kept records of students'
in school and at the work site.

attendance

Job supervisors also

make home contact and visit the work site.

Job

supervisors are also responsible to interview students
and set up interviews with prospective companies.
the program first began, Mr.

When

Ippolito and the job

supervisors used to have to " beat down doors and beg for
placements in 1965"

(Archival Records,

1971).

Some of

the major companies that employ Boston High School
students are:

New England Telephone Company,

Hancock and the Prudential Insurance Company,
Massachusetts General Hospital,
Edison Company,
Fruit,
dental,

John
Filene's,

Bank of Boston,

Boston

ARA Food Services, United Shoe, United

Northeastern University and Boston University,
medical and law offices and many other

respectable businesses from the private sector. No jobs
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came from municipal,

federal or state agencies.

By 1970,

certain employers were guaranteeing Boston High School
several positions each year.

Today,

with the Private Industry Council

job supervisors work

(PIC)

in obtaining the

best positions available.
Between 1965 and 1975,
recession.

the economy was in a

Unemployment was in double digits and jobs

were not easy to find for an at-risk student.

Today,

job

supervisors no longer have trouble finding positions for
students.

They indicated that the students who attend

under the open enrollment policy are also not satisfied
with menial jobs.

They insist on jobs that carry a

certain social plateau but are not as ambitious as the
earlier at-risk group.
though,

The open enrollment students,

are learning better skills and the technology in

Massachusetts has opened up many career opportunities for
Boston High students.

Job supervisors indicated that

at-risk students were almost always no problem at work or
in school.

Open enrollment students have had problems at

Work and in school•

Teachers and administrators felt

that this was because students who could not maintain
steady employment could be removed from the school.
During the at-risk enrollment period,

students who

refused to adhere to the rules that applied to school and
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work were returned to the school who referred them.
supervisors
they

felt

Job

indicated in my interviews with them that

it was the program's responsibility to provide

industry with sincere and serious students.

Job

supervisors related that students know transfers out of
Boston High School
content to get
High School

are slow,

so some students are quite

fired and attend double sessions at Boston

rather than go to another high school.

too surprising,

these students are also discipline

problems at Boston High School.
as this author noted,
working.

Not

The at-risk population,

was older and more serious about

They clearly had some serious problems,

leverage of removal

but the

from the program was enough to keep

attendance and job performance high.
This author surmises

from the

interviews with job

supervisors that they were very dedicated individuals who
have spent many hours with students.
performed many more tasks,
job description.
also had to

They had obviously

as did teachers,

Job supervisors

than their

indicated that they

insure that each job placement was within the

law and that adequate provisions

for wages,

safety conditions were guaranteed

hours and

for each student.

They

often counselled students on problems other than those
encountered at work or school.

There

is another key
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element in the success of the Boston High Program.
students felt isolated and ostracized at their
district high schools.

At Boston High School,

students

were treated with care and respect and indicated in the
survey

(see Appendix H)

that an important element of

feeling part of the school was created by the staff,
administration and job supervisors.
Review of Archival Data
In 1971,

the Department of Title I Programs,

Office

of Research and Evaluation did an Interim Evaluation
Report on the Boston High School Work/Study Program.
records on enrollment,

attendance,

The

tardiness and student

mobility for the first four months of the school year are
summarized in Table 3.

The average attendance during the

first four months from September,
1971 was 92 percent.

1971,

through December,

The main goal of improved

attendance and punctuality with at-risk students seems to
have been met.
retention power,

This statistic strengthened the school's
when in fact,

the school's population

was strictly at-risk students.
In July of 1977,

Paul Hayes,

Evaluation Assistant,

did a Final Evaluation Report of the Title I Boston High
School Work/Study Program of the 1976-77 school year.
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This was the last year Title I funded the program.

Phase

II of the Federal Court Order changed the assignment
policy.

In 1976,

students,

the racial and ethnic background of

reflected that of the total students population

of the Boston Public Schools:
12% other

(Hayes,

45% white,

43% black and

1977).

During the 1976-77 school year,
achieve desegregation.

busing was imposed to

While many of the high schools

averaged only 72% attendance,

Boston High School was

maintaining attendance rates as high as 84 percentage
(Table 4)

(Hayes,

1977).

The report also cited that employment statistics for
the first class of open enrollment students in the ninth
grade was not what they had expected.

Employment ranged

from a log of 55% for Grade 9 females to 67% for males.
Teachers and job supervisors indicated they felt the
employment rate was down because of the school's loss of
authority to screen prospective candidates to the Boston
High School Program.

Several teachers interviewed by this

author indicated that,
before,

"We can't enforce the rules like

these kids don't need the program; they know they

won't be penalized."
to have."

"We don't have the control we used

"Due to the fact we're taking in younger
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kids,

they have very little maturity.”

Job supervisors

°ffered these comments on the ninth grade class of
students:

"If they were

feel this
p.

fired,

they wouldn't care.

is due to their immaturity."

(Hayes,

I

1977,

22).
The evaluation of the program in 1977

showed that

there was maintenance of a close working relationship
with the home of the students of Boston High School.
Homeroom teacher visitation logs

indicated that 92% of

the parents had been personally contacted by homeroom
teachers.

The practice has surely been a reason why the

attendance and tardiness
have,

for Boston High School

for the years when Boston High School was an

at-risk program,
high schools.
10-12

figures

was

been above the average of other city

By

89%.

1976,

the average attendance

These were the at-risk students who were

being phased out by the open enrollment policy.
average attendance
11%

for grades

The

for 1986 was 82% which is down almost

from 1971 when the

High School was done

first evaluation of the Boston

(see Table 5).

The philosophy of the program was based on the
premise that

financial

reward through employment,

with the classroom experience equals success.
Title

I

coupled

The

funded Boston High School Work/Study program was
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designed to prevent the increase of at-risk students
leaving school.

The final analysis of absenteeism showed

that the average daily attendance for grades
was

86%

and grade

10 and 11

12 had an 89% rate of daily attendance

(Table 5).

On the basis of this evaluation of student

attendance,

Hayes

to

(1977)

wrote that *'it seems appropriate

infer at this time that the Work/Study Program at

Boston High School was well received by a vast majority
of the at-risk population."
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Student Population
By Ar*« ol Boston

at time of graduation
FIG.l Student Population By Area of Boston at
time of graduation.
A cross section of the
city was used to insure a valid representation
of students were randomly selected to participate
in the Questionnaire/Survey.
A legend key is
listed below.
These responses were based on
Question #3 in the Questionnaire/Survey.
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Student Population
Oy Salary at Graduation

FIG.2 Student Population By Salary at Graduation.
These responses were based on Question #9 in the
Questionnaire/Survey.
This graphic illustration
represents the hourly wage students were earning
at the time they graduated from Boston High.
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Student Population
By Current Annual

Income

FIG.3 Student Population By Current Annual Income.
This illustration shows the annual income in
the $(000's).
These responses were based on
Question #10 in the Questionnaire/Survey.
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FIG.4 Student Population By Distribution of
Current Income.
This illustration shows the
distribution of income based on responses to
Question #10 in the Questionnaire/Survey.
Salary ranged from $7,000 to $41,500.
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ALL YEARS
All Graduates,

PSE,

Employment,

Other

FIG.5 ALL YEARS, All Graduates, PSE, Employment,
Other.
This illustration represents the male
and female graduates of Boston High.
The total
number of graduates from 1970 to 1978 was 1,128.
The largest percentage of students as shown in
the graph went on to employment.

I
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i

Student Population
By Job Satisfaction
FIG.6 Student Population By Job Satisfaction.
These responses were based on Question #6 in
the Questionnaire/Survey.
Graduates who
responded were satisfied with their present
job.
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Student Population
By Rocommondalion For BHS

FIG.7 Student Population By Recommendation For
BHS.
Graduates overwhelmingly wanted to continue
Boston High School as a work/study at-risk program.
The responses were based on Question #20 in the
Questionnaire/Survey.
As shown in the pie graph,
100% of the students who responded, indicated
that the program should be continued.
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No (7.6%)

Student Population
By Confidence In Teachen

FIG.8 Student Population By Confidence in
Teachers.
Graduates were asked if they had
confidence in the teachers who taught at
Boston High School during the years of the
study.
These responses were based on
Question #19 in the Questionnaire/Survey.
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No (0.8%)

Student Population
By Confidence In Yourself

FIG.9 Student Population By Confidence in
Yourself.
Graduates were asked if they had
confidence in themselves when they graduated
from Boston High School.
Dropout researchers
have written that a major problem with at-risk
students is their lack of self-esteem.
Most
graduates of the Boston High Program during
the years of the study (98&) said they had
confidence in themselves.
These responses
were based on Question #19 in the Questionnaire/
Survey.
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Student Population
By Confidence in Admin
FIG.10 Student Population By Confidence in
Admin.
Graduates were asked if they had
confidence in the administration at Boston
High School during the years of the study.
The cornerstone of the Boston High Program was
the staff and the administration.
These
responses were based on Question #19 in the
Questionnaire/Survey.
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No (9.0%)

Student Population
By Authority Rcspoctod or Not

FIG.11 Student Population By Authority Respected
or Not.
Graduates were asked while attending the
Boston High Program did they respect or not
respect authority.
Responses indicate that these
at-risk students did not disrepect school rules
and policies.
These responses were based on
Question #17 in the Questionnaire/Survey.
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No (5.1 %)

Student Population
By Helpful In Your Future

Future StGradnat°PUlati0n BY HelPful in Your
from the Boston^? h'v* asked uPon graduation
75 ™
Bost<pn High Program did they find
Bo®t°n Hl9h School was helpful to them
the future.
These responses were based
on Question #16 in the Questionnaire/Survey.
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ALL YEARS
By Post Secondary Education
FIG.13 ALL YEARS By Post Secondary Education.
Student population, all years, attended Post
Secondary Education based on the number of
responses to Question #14 in the Questionnaire/
Survey.
More students indicated that they
attended Post Secondary Education (PSE) when
probed years later than the yearly Follow-Up
Study.
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Student Population

ALL YEARS
Graduates

By Percentage
FIG.14 Student Population ALL YEARS Graduates
By Percentage.
Student population all years,
all graduates attended, PSE, employment, other,
from the Follow-Up Studies done by the Boston
School Department.
These results are in
contrast to the Pie Graph figure #13 which are
the results from the Questionnaire/Survey
administered in this study.
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TABLE 1 Report of Survey By Year of Graduation.
This table represents statistics taken from
Archival Records of the Boston School Department,
Yearly Follow-Up Study.
1970
Graduates
PSE
Employment
Other

69
18
20
23

Graduates
PSE
Employment
Other

Total

Female

Male

1977

127
31
65
31

58
13
37
0

101
12
51
30

163

62
14

26
92
45

41
7
. I

1976

Male

Graduates
PSE
Employment
Other

1975

Female

119
13
91
15

Male

Graduates
PSE
Employment
Other

102
0
75
19

PSE
Employment
Other

Male

1973
Graduates
PSE
Employment
Other

44
10
20

6

40
5
18
17

Female
00
4
72
4

173
30
126
17

Total

Female
90
3
43
25

Graduates

54
17
35
2

Female

Male

1974

Total

23
1
20
2

146
10
103
25

Total
130
8
61
42

Total
111
5
92
6

(continued next page)

TABLE 1 continued
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Boston

1972

llicjh

Male

Graduates
PSE
Employment
Other

1971

Female

104
12
64
16

Male

Graduates
PSE
Employment
Other

1970

62
10
29
10

Graduates

24
6
11
7

Female
46
3
26
9

PSE
Employment
Other

Total Graduates
PSE
Employment
Other

28
10
15
3

Female

Male

ALL YEARS

School

Male
781
03
479
159

14
1
11
2

Female
347
77
216
54

Distribution of Graduates By Year

Total
132
22
79
19

Total
06
16
40
17

Total
60
4
37
11

Total
1128
160
695
213
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TABLE 2 Report of Survey Data for which
graphs were created.
This survey data was
compiled from the results of the Questionnaire/
Survey used in this study.

Boston High School

Lived In

Satis faction
4
6
18
8
' 4
9
6
3
10
3
7

B
C
D
E
H
J
M
R
S
w
X

No
Yes

12
65
.77

16%
84%

60
19
79

76%
24%

7
71
78

9%
91%

Grad
No
Yes

Authority
Salary
$2.00
$3.00
$3.50
$4.00
$5.00
$6.00

9
48
2
13
1
1

No
Yes

Confidence in Teachers
No
Yes

6
73
79

8%
92%

Current Income
$7,000
$8,000

1
1

Confidence

in Administration

No
Yes
$12,000

1

$15,000
$16,000
$17,000
$10,000
$19,000
$20,000
$21,000
$22,000
$23,000
$24,000
$25,000
$26,000
$27,000
$28,000
$29,000
$30,000
$31,000

1
2
1
4
6
8
2
4
2
5
4
2
2
4
3
6
1

/
•

9
58
67

13%
87%

77
0
77

100%
0%

Continue BHS
Yes
No

Confidence in Yourself
No
Yes

5
68
73

7%
93%

Future Preparation

$41,000

1

No
Yes

4
74
78

5%
95%
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TABLE 3 Title I Interim Evaluation 1971
Enrollment, Attendance, Lateness, and
Student Mobility.
Title I Interim Evaluation 1971.
Enrollment, Attendance, Lateness,
and Student Mobility.

Avers Re Enrollment
Boys Clrls Total

Month

September
Percent
Av. Lateness
Per Pupil

437

Occober
Percent
Av. Lateness
Per Pupil

457

November
Percent
Av. Laceness
Per Pupil

December
Pcrccnc
Av. Laceness
Per Pupil

103

540

Average Attendance
Boy s
Clrls Total
408
91

94
93

502
93

Percent
Latenesses
Boys Clrls Toca l
471

102

l.l
107

564

426
93

96
90

522
53

533

447

107

554

414
93

93
88

50 7
92

6U1

137

170

107

565

419
91

96
90

515
91

593

153

1.3

11

1.5

746

1.4

15

1.2

051

1.6

20

1.1

670

1.3

1.5
458

573

1.0

1.2

Mobility

10

1.4

Average Cliiaa llcglsccr

Among che dace aubmlcccd co che evaluates for the period of Sepcember
Chrough December, 1971, were class rosters for each subjecc.

These showed

the number of students registered for each subject by sex and, for most
courses, by grade.

Average class size was determined by dividing the number

of students taking each subject by the number of classes In that subject.
The results are shown In Table 3.

The smallest average class was 10.8 for

elevcnth'grade boys In applied mathematics

and the largest was 17.3 for boys

taking currant events.
Clrls second Boston High School only In the top three grades (10-12)
and arc enrolled In separate classes.

In Table 3 where no grade level Is

Indicated, none was supplied on the class rosters.
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TABLE*4 Student Population of Boston High School
(WSP) . This table was taken from Archival Records
of the Title I, Final Evaluation Report 1977, on
enrollment statistics and racial balance.

Student Population of Boston High School (WSP)*

Gi rl s

Total

Grade

Boys

9

83

38

121

10

92

4U

140

11

101

67

160

12

94

57

151

TOTAL

370

210

580

★

• As of March 6, 1977

The curriculum of this federally funded program is basically geared to
the needs and abilities of the students with an emphasis on reading and
math.

Table 2 presents the Boston High School curriculum by-grade and sex.

The program was designed to serve 600 students in grade 9 through 12.
Phase II - B Court Ordered assignments, however, have decreased the student
population to 580 (as of March 6. 1977).
number of students in the program.

Table 1 delineates the sex and

Further, the racial and ethnic back¬

ground of students reflects that of the total student population in the
Boston Public Schools (i.e., 45% white. 43% black, and 12% other).
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TABLE 5 Title I Attendance Report, 1977, for
Grades 10-12.
Students in grades 10-12 exposed
to the Program in 1975-1976 averaged 85.6%
Attendance

STUDENTS IN GRADES 10-12 EXPOSED TO THE
PROGRAM IN 1975-76 ATTENDANCE AND TARDINESS FIGURES
FOR 1976 - 77

Title I Attendance Report,
Grades 10-12.

co
TD
QJ
CO
CO

QJ
Snl

x

LaJ
CO

<D
a)
Cl

1977. fnr
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TABLE

6

High School Enrollment and Dropouts
1977-1978.
Boston High School had the lowest
rate of any high school in the city with
the exception of the Latin Schools.
High School Enrollment and
Dropouts iy/7-1978
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CHAPTER

V

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS OF STUDY
Introduction
This writer has attempted to provide a historical
background of an alternative program that once serviced
six hundred at-risk students a year in a work/study
program.

This program,

if regenerated,

would serve as an

immediate resource to cities and towns and to the City of
Boston as a viable alternative program for the at-risk
pupil.

The school could conceivably become the center

for dropout prevention and intervention for the Boston
Public Schools.
New programs take time to develop and become
successful.

Boston High School,

intervention work/study program,
successful

as an at-risk
was one of the most

alternative programs and the Boston School

Department offered

for at-risk pupils.

retaining and graduating at-risk pupils,
attendance,

Its success at
improving their

raising their level of self-esteem,

improving

their educational options by providing a choice when they
graduated,
discussed
Boston.

work or post graduate school,
in Chapter IV,

which was

is unparalleled in the City of

Large urban schools need to offer proven
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successful alternative programs if they are going to
begin to resolve the problems of at-risk students.
The Boston High concept was begun in April of 1966 to
meet the needs of at—risk students who were being
serviced by the School Department.

All the satellite

schools were combined into one site in 1969,
Boston High Program was officially born.

and the

The

administration had great latitude in selecting eligible
at-risk students.

Every effort was made to seek out and

enroll students of all races and backgrounds.

Referrals

came from all district high schools within the Boston
Public School system.
counsellors,
workers,

clergy,

Resources included guidance
administrators,

community agencies,

of the Courts,

teachers,

business leaders,

probation officers and parents.

street
officials
The

successes of the Boston High Program and its graduates,
as documented by this author,

and its effectiveness in

dealing with alienated students,
the findings of this study.

are summarized in

They are not necessarily in

this order of importance:
1.

.

2

Increase in income after graduation.
Experiencing job satisfaction ten to twenty
years later.
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3.

Increased the self-confidence,

self-esteem and

improved the attitudes of at-risk students.
4.

Improved the confidence in their teachers
and the school's administration.

5.

Work/study program was helpful to graduates in
their future.

6.

Program graduated 1128 students over a ten-year
period of study from 1968-1979.

7.

Twenty-four percent of the graduates of Boston
High School went on to post graduate education.

8.

Improved attendance and tardiness of many
students.

9.

Lowered the dropout rate for at-risk students.

10. Removed the stigma that work/study programs were
for "losers".
The success of Boston High School and its value to
the Boston School system is further accented when the
present dropout rate is considered.

The programs'

recognized ability to retain and graduate at-risk
students in a desegregated setting through the work/study
concept has not been repeated in any other alternative
program in Boston.

Boston High School was staffed with a

dedicated team of teachers and administrators who often
played many roles for at-risk youth.

This staff
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volunteered for assignment at Boston High School and was
selected to be part of this program.

Many teachers often

did personal counselling as well job counselling.
Teachers often made visits to the job site and to the
home to monitor their students'

progress.

The administration and support staff were ardent and
fought to maintain a high calibre program.

The successes

and effectiveness of the Boston High School program were
predicated on the following factors:
A.

the ability to maintain constant contact
with students,

parents/guardians and

employers;
B.

the reputation as a no-nonsense program;

C.

the referral-intake process;

D.

the administrations ability to assemble and
control its faculty;

E.

parent,

teacher and employer interaction;

F.

the ability of the administration to return
a student to the sending school.

(Any student

who demonstrated a total lack of desire to
progress in the work experience component.)
Historically,

archival documents showed that

very few students were returned in this manner.
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Today,

Boston High School still operates as an open

enrollment program drawing students from all districts in
the City of Boston.

At-risk students must compete for

seats at Boston High School, which cannot meet the
demands of all interested parties.

Boston High School is

the only magnet school which employs a waiting list.
Today,

the faculty and present administration stand posed

to resume its position as the pre-eminent magnet school
for all at-risk students in need of the work/study
experience.
The current administration,

faculty,

staff and

facilities are adequate to meet the needs of at-risk
students in Boston and could be developed in a
comprehensive Dropout Prevention and Intervention Center
(DPIC).
Implications for Practice
Certain implications would arise from the
regeneration of the Boston High School program.

If

Boston High School was to become a magnet program solely
for at-risk pupils,

the school department would certainly

lose a very successful magnet program for regular
education students.

The program's success has continued

long after the enrollment policy changed the status of
the school.
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The Boston School Department could consider
relocating the present structure of the program to
another school and maintain the program as a magnet
school or district high schools could be allowed to have
a small class of work/study students in each grade level.
Justification for regeneration of the Boston High School
program has been previously discussed and the positive
factors by far outweigh the drawbacks of relocating the
students and the magnet program.

There are many teachers

who would be willing to teach at Boston High School,
related by the headmasters.

as

There are many requests

every year by teachers to transfer to Boston High School
when there is an opening.
current headmaster,

Mr.

Thomas Hennessey,

the

related that there are rarely

openings for teachers because very few of the faculty
leave.

Openings occur occasionally when additional staff

is needed or when a faculty member goes on a leave of
absence,

or is promoted or retires.

The Boston High

School program has a creditable reputation among teachers
throughout the Boston Public School system.
The successes of the Boston High Program,
present,

past and

seem to indicate that practitioners would be

remiss not to restore the program at some level for
at-risk students.

There are some regular education
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students who come from lower income,
need to work.

needy families who

They could be serviced at the district

high school as previously mentioned.

A direct result of

changing Boston High School back to a school for at-risk
pupils could contribute to the anxiety of open enrollment
students causing a small population of them to become
at-risk if they were not offered another work/study
program or were not kept at Boston High School.
Informal interviews with graduates from the open
enrollment period support this implication.

Some open

enrollment students have chosen the Boston High Program
because they need to work for personal or family reasons.
The question of open enrollment versus at-risk enrollment
is an issue that cannot be overlooked.

Open enrollment

does give some students not at-risk the choice of a
work/study curriculum.

Conversely,

at-risk students are

in a crisis situation and if a pedagogical choice has to
be made for one or another,

the obvious choice to this

author would be for at-risk enrollment.

Most students

who need to work are factually at-risk without a
work/study program.

Those students could easily be

assigned to the Boston High Program through the selective
need criteria.
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Care would have to be taken in the reorganization of
Boston High School with regard to the student population
now attending and participating in their work/study
curriculum.

A determination would have to be made

whether to phase out the open enrollment student body,
keeping those who are deemed to be at-risk or
regenerating the open enrollment work/study program in
another building keeping it as a magnet program.
What problems might arise could be handled possibly
by phasing out open enrollment by the graduation process.
The incoming ninth grade would be all at-risk until all
open enrollment students had graduated.

This author

would also suggest that all students be given the option
to return to their district school and finally more seats
be made available by operating tri-sessions during the
school day which would operate 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m.

and 4 p.m.

James Eagan,

to 12 p.m.,

12 p.m.

to 8 p.m.

job counselor at Boston High School,

wrote in 1988 that any attempt to bring Boston High back
to its original mission purpose would be ill-advised
without paying close attention to all of the special
conditions under which the Boston High Program was
originated

(Eagan,

1988).
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Recommendations
There is a need for alternative education curriculum
in the Boston Public Schools.

The Superintendent and the

At-Risk Youth Task Force has been studying the dropout
problem and has made some specific recommendations in the
Boston Education Plan for dropout prevention.

All

interested parties must work together and set up a plan
to resolve some of the present problems for the at-risk
youth.
We,

as educators,

have to intervene more with the

Boston Public School's administration in order to effect
a more goal-oriented structure of prevention and
intervention for at-risk youth.

This author's finding on

the Boston High School Work/Study Program indicate its
previous successes were predicated on the school's
ability to retain at-risk students and the schools
work/study curriculum.

The work/study curriculum at

Boston High School was measured by this author through a
questionnaire/survey with graduates from 1968 to 1979.
Their responses in support of the Boston High Program are
measures of the successes of the program.
graduates during those ten years
successes,

(1128)

The number of

and their other

both financial and personal as related in the

questionnaire/survey,

indicate there is a need for this
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type of program to help reduce the dropout problem in the
Boston Public Schools.
The following recommendations are offered to enhance
the alternative opportunities for at-risk students and to
enhance subsequent activities of the Boston High School
Work/Study Program:
1.

The Federal Court Order under Phase II of the
desegregation order has given full responsibility
for assigning students to Boston High School to
the Department of Implementation.

It is

recommended that the administration of Boston
High School be allowed to provide input into the
selection of perspective candidates.

This would

insure that the at-risk students who need help
and desire the work/study program Boston High
School can provide, will receive it.
2.

That Boston High School become the Dropout
Prevention and Intervention Center for the Boston
Public Schools.

This proposal will be discussed

in detail later in Chapter V.
3.

The administration of Boston High School be given
authority to return students to their district
high school who show a lack of desire to be part
of the Boston High School program.
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4.

A series of teacher-parent contact sessions
should be instituted.

These sessions would be

scheduled throughout the year so that teachers
and parents could relate their feelings about the
students in a more personal manner.
5.

An occupational preference opinionnaire be
administered at the start of the school year.
The results of the opinionnaire would show
student preferences towards the type of jobs they
prefer and could be useful in lowering job
dissatisfaction.

6.

Students assigned to Boston High School should be
at least 15 years,

6 months old in order to be

eligible to work.
7.

Boston High School be returned to its original
mission purpose of servicing at-risk students
with a viable work/study component.

8.

The past successes of Boston High School and its
effectiveness in retaining at-risk students be a
model of success and recognized and that its
original concept not be changed to include
disciplinary or behavioral students.

There are

three other programs existing that deal with this
type of at-risk students in the City of Boston.
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Finally,

it should be recognized that the Boston High

School model is very important to its continued success.
The effectiveness of the Boston High School is an urban,
public school system success.

The possibilities that the

Boston Public Schools might regenerate the program to its
original mission purpose, may provide an alternative
model to help other practitioners in urban public schools
around the country.
Specific Recommendation on DPIC
There is a documented priority in Boston that at-risk
students need to be serviced.

Boston High School could

be utilized as a viable alternative work/study program
for at risk pupils.

This recommendation is based on this

author's research of the previous successes of the Boston
High Program and its ability to retain and graduate
at-risk students.

Boston High School from 1966 to 1978

was an at-risk intervention program specifically designed
for at-risk alienated youth.

The Federal Court changed

the enrollment process and the school's assignment
process and Boston High has not been able to directly
enroll at—risk students since.
High Program is regenerated,
paid to the conditions,

If and when the Boston

special attention should be

considerations and personnel that

were and are an integral part of Boston High School.
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The dropout rate in the Boston Public Schools is at
its highest level with no existing alternative program or
center to deal with the problem of at—risk students.
This author proposes to regenerate Boston High School to
its original mission purpose of being a school for
at-risk youth.

As an integral part of the school,

the

author would establish a Dropout Prevention and
Intervention Center

(DPIC).

A detailed discussion of

this author's proposal follows:
This is a proposal to establish a central Drop-Out
Prevention and Intervention Center
high school students.
Department statistics

(DPIC)

for Boston's

According to Boston School
(Freixas,

1986),

Boston has lost

approximately 15,000 students the last six years.

These

statistics were researched by the Office of Research and
Development of the Boston Public Schools.

In Table 7,

the Drop-Out totals are given for the schools years 1979
to 1985.

In Table 8,

the Dropout rate versus the

enrollment shows the number of high school dropouts has
been increasing in the face of a gradual decrease in
overall high school enrollment.

Many of these students

leave high school upon reaching the age of sixteen.

This

is the legal age under the state law which a student can
dropout.
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Any student over the age of sixteen can come into
their high school with parental permission or permission
from their legal guardian and drop out of school.
student is over the age of eighteen,
sign themselves out of school.

If the

they can legally

When a student comes into

their high school with the intent to drop out,
encounter much difficulty in doing so.

they don't

There is no

system of intervention for this student and very little
counselling available for drop-out prevention.
A Proposal
When a student is determined to be at-risk and a
potential drop-out,

they would be referred by their

guidance counselor to the Drop-Out Prevention and
Intervention Center

(DPIC).

The DPIC would be centrally

located at Boston High School where at-risk students
could participate in a work/study program.
The student would be assigned to the DPIC on an
interim basis and still assigned to the high school which
made the referral.

At the DPIC the student would first

undergo a counselling session to determine what are the
immediate needs of the student.

It would be extremely

important to use care in determining the needs of this
student.

Studies indicated that at-risk students felt

alienated from students and teachers.

Many students
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leave school for reasons unknown.

Approximately

seventy-five percent of the students in the City of
Boston who have dropped out in the last five years did so
because they had turned sixteen,
more far reaching

but the reasons are much

(see Table 9).

Counselling of the student would be of the utmost
importance with the end result being that the DPIC could
tie the student into one of our many alternative
programs.

"In other words,

if the schools can convince

the doubter that as a person he/she is important,

that

they definitely have a positive place within the school
situation,

then...

they may not drop-out to seek other

satisfactory success roles in society"
New York,
percent,

(Irvin,

1979).

which has an overall drop-out rate of 40

based on studies done by ASPIRA of New York has

started a similar prevention and intervention program.
Of the 36 potential dropouts who participated in the
program,

close to ninety-two percent did not dropout.

"Operation Success" was designed to develop skills,
improve self awareness and self direction,

encourage

career goals and to develop appropriate attitudes toward
work.
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Why DPIC Is Needed
The drop-out rate has been gradually rising the past
ten years.

This is a serious problem that the Boston

Public Schools needs to address especially since we have
a declining enrollment in our high schools (Table 8).
Both the drop-out rate and declining enrollment are
stabilizing, but we can no longer ignore the fact that we
don't really understand why these students are leaving
and we need to address the problem.
The DPIC would be a prevention and intervention
center, not a school.

A major goal of the program,

in

addition to keeping young people in school and aiding
them in graduating, would be to reach out to the city's
dropouts and their families in order to bring them back
into school.

Another goal is to help the at-risk pupil

to overcome their specific educational hardships.

These

students who are very close to dropping out need more
intensive and specialized services other than the
standard curriculum that district high schools can
provide.

Most schools have to concentrate on teaching

and have only a limited amount of time for counselling
and effective prevention strategies. The DPIC, by
contrast, would concentrate on counselling and dropout
prevention with at least some academic continuity
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provided by Boston High School.
Another factor that would be taken into consideration
is that students are dropping out at all grade levels,
9-12,

in the Boston Public Schools.

Grades 9 through

11 have an average dropout rate of about twenty-five
percent.

This is a sad fact that even juniors and

seniors close to graduation, drop out of school.

These

statistics are shown on Table 10, as prepared by the
Office of Research and Development, February,

1986.

When seventy-eight percent of our students use the
reason that they turned sixteen as their reason for
dropping out, we should realize as educators that we need
to propose legislation to change this law.

The Boston

Public Schools need to propose legislation to change the
law and make the legal age 17 years old to drop out.
This hopefully would immediately give school systems more
time to work with potential drop-outs.

A curious

situation also exists within our school system concerning
the age of sixteen.
When a student is absent for fifteen consecutive
days,

and the student is sixteen years or older, the high

school sends a certified letter to his last known
address.
weeks,

If the student does not return to school in two

they can be dropped from the roles of the school
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and are classified as a drop-out "over sixteen".

The

author posits that this practice is not very sound
educationally and an injustice to the student.

These

students would be referred to the DPIC for intervention
and trackdown.

This practice was begun to deal with

students who were chronically absent, but this "kick-out"
system does nothing to resolve their problems or keep
them in school.
Resources Available to the DPIC
Any student who was referred to the DPIC would spend
as much time as needed at the center.

The main goal

would be to prevent them from dropping out and to set the
student up with a tailor-made program to suit their
needs.

When the student and parent or guardian are

counselled and the student is prepared for reintegration
into their special alternative or regular educational
program,

the staff would take them to that school for

orientation and admission or they would be enrolled in
the Boston High Work/Study Program.
The staff of the DPIC would meet to ensure that all
persons working with a particular student agree that the
student is ready to return to a school.
that the DPIC would supplement,

It is intended

not substitute,

school's primary relationship with young people.

for the
It's
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role would be strictly intervention.
All students participating in the program would
receive some or all of the following services:

initial

diagnostic academic and vocational evaluation and
functional assessment; personal and family counseling;
outreach services; vocational skill's referral to ORC or
to a particular vocational school; part-time or full-time
job development and employment;
services;

career development

community resource development; treatment

services and referral services.

The determination of

services would be based on the individual needs of the
young person.
Some of the resources of the DPIC would be the
Private Industry Council
Compact,
School,
ORC,

Freedom House,

(PIC),

Jobs for Youth,

ReCap Program,

Boston High School,

Log School,

Boston Prep High
Fenway Program,

Alternative Educational programs which would be set

up in all of Boston's high schools,
medical and psychiatric field,

consultants from the

the Crittenden School,

psychologists and consultants from the courts
and adult)
care.

Boston

and more important,

(juvenile

a staff of people who
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Staffing and Location of dptc
This proposal obviously is going to cost the City of
Boston money,

but when you put it next to the loss of

15,000 students,

its cost could be justified.

Staffing and administration are the keys to the
success of this program just as they have been a success
to the successful program at Boston High School.

The

DPIC must be staffed with teachers and administrators who
care and who can teach at-risk students.

These students

are not from the Advance Work Classes and all must be
sensitive to what their problems are going to be.
Administrators must have the leverage and the power to
move referred students into Alternative programs.

This

might mean setting aside a number of seats in some of our
Alternative Education programs specifically for referrals
from the DPIC.

The DPIC would need an operating budget of

approximately $400,000.

It would be staffed full time

and would have paid consultants doing the bulk of the
testing,

counselling and job placement.

be handpicked

Staffing would

(Table 10).

Location of the program is important.
choice would be Boston High School.

The obvious

The DPIC cannot be

tucked away in some remote area of the City of Boston
that is not easily accessible.

In order to be visible,
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the DPIC must be in the midst of the school system's
cluster of people.

The location of the Boston High

Program is important.

If we make it difficult for the

student to find it or to get to,
program before we begin it.
space,

we are defeating the

The DPIC needs an area of

including a few classrooms,

a cafeteria,

testing

facilities and a small gym and a few offices.

Referral of At-Risk Pupils
When a student has chronic absenteeism and is
failing or when a student has been kept back more than
once,

there's a good chance they may drop out of school.

These students become at-risk and would also be referred
to the DPIC when all other avenues of resource have been
exhausted.

At-risk students would be the DPIC's first

and only priority.
Upon referral,

a student and his or her parent or

guardian would meet with a staff member and an
administrator to determine first of all if the student
was in need of any emergency type of help or crisis
intervention.

A staff member would then be assigned to

the student and would process the student,

and act as a

friend for the duration of the student's stay at the
DPIC.
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Initial diagnostic evaluations would then begin to
determine the student's academic and personal needs.

A

counselor would then be assigned to this student and will
do all follow-up on this student.

Personal and family

counseling would also be done by this counselor.
on the student's needs,

Based

the counselor will work to

improve the students self-awareness and self-direction to
try to get the student to set some goals for their
immediate future.

The whole key to the success of the

program depends on the sincerity of the staff and how it
is perceived by the student.

The DPIC cannot allow the

student to feel he is being shuffled around as he may
have been at his high school.

Job counseling and career

development would be part of the counseling done with the
student.

If the student needs a job,

the student obtain employment.

the DPIC would help

The most important part

of the student's stay at the DPIC would be to tailor an
educational program for the student.
alternative programs in the city,

Utilizing the

the student would be

slotted in a program based on the individual needs of the
student.

The student would be given some remedial help

in their subjects while at the DPIC to provide some
continuity in the academics.

The permeable atmosphere
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of the program will be of support and positiveness.
A program of drop-out prevention and intervention
would be developed by the DPIC for in-service training
for teachers.

Many teachers need to be educated about

at—risk students and we need to begin to educate our
students on the dangers of dropping out just as we have
been educating them on the dangers of cigarette smoking,
drugs and alcohol.

Dropping out of school could be very

hazardous to your life and well-being.
Intervention needs to be done at all levels,
especially in grades 4-8.

The habits many of us took

with us from middle school are formed during those school
years.

Fortunately,

middle schools.

the drop-out rate is low in the

I think it is an interesting statistic

that the drop-out rate is around 12 percent in the eighth
grade.

Obviously,

an acceptable one,

only a zero percent drop-out rate is
but society can accept a 12 percent

loss in middle school compared to 45 percent in high
school.

Students who dropout of the middle schools are

usually repeated non-promotes who are between the age of
fourteen to sixteen.

The question educators and

practitioners must ask here is how much of a significant
role does the age factor play in keeping the dropout rate
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low in the middle schools of the City of Boston
(Wheelock,

1986).

I did a pilot study with some eighth grade classes at
the Timilty Middle School where I taught,

and the

questionnaire asked students anonymously their attitudes
toward drop-outs and their thoughts about dropping out of
school.

Ninety-five percent of the students stated that

they would never drop-out of school.

What happens to

them in the period of one year to eighteen months when
they get to high school?

Why would a student change

their perception about dropping out of school so quickly?
Middle schools offer structure and security for potential
drop-outs.

Teachers and administrators are forced to

deal with their educational problems because they have no
legal choice.

Does this mean we are not putting enough

effort and resources into solving their problems once
they reach high school?
The DPIC will develop into a significant resource for
thousands of high school students who are desperately in
need of alternative educational programs,

guidance and a

new lease on the successful completion of their high
school education.

"Specifically.

.

.

improved self

concepts in any given school situation can assist an
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alienated adolescent to achieve success
framework"

(Irvin,

in an educational

1979).

DPIC ~ Follow-Up Center
It

is not conceivable to think that the DPIC would

save each and every potential drop-out referred.
researcher firmly believes

This

from his experience as the

Assistant Director for two years of an alternative school
in Jamaica Plain that with the proper staffing and
programs,

two hundred to four hundred students a year

could be saved

from dropping out.

Once a referral to the DPIC is prescribed with an
alternative educational program,

it would be the DPIC's

responsibility to make frequent contacts with student,
program directors,
progress.

and the home,

It would be

to closely monitor their

feasible to project an eighty

percent completion rate based on the successes of Boston
High School.
referred student would have the option to return
to their sender school

if they felt they were ready and

the DPIC agreed that this would be a successful decision.
The referred student would stay assigned to their sender
school

and could participate

and athletics.

in their school

activities

Depending on their alternative

educational program,

the student would be allowed to
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graduate with their graduating class and maintain their
image as being still a part of their high school.
I have developed a questionnaire/survey with a cover
letter that would be sent to drop-outs from the Boston
Public Schools

(Appendix E).

I think we could learn some

valuable information from them and follow-up with
interviews of drop-outs randomly selected from all
categories listed as to reasons for dropping out and by
race.
There needs to be a better system for reporting and
classifying drop-outs.

There are a number of students

included under the broad term of "drop-out" who should
not be included.
interviews,

From the questionnaire/survey and the

the DPIC could determine some of the actual

causes of drop-outs in the Boston Public Schools.

The

"over-sixteen" category encompasses too many students and
the other categories are too vague to determine the real
underlying causes why students drop out of high school.
This author has witnessed too many students over the age
of sixteen drop out of school to work.

If the Boston

Public Schools had a Dropout Prevention and Intervention
Center,

these students who dropout just to go to work

could be very easily referred to the Boston High
Work/Study Program.
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There are some factors that merit support.

Desegregation

and teacher layoffs have caused disruption and frustrated
the educational process in Boston.

The promotion

policies and the mandatory attendance requirements have
put significant pressure on borderline students.

Boston

seems to have a very transient student population.
Students are moving constantly and many students cannot
adjust to their constant changing environment.
Many students have special,
needs that are not addressed.

social and emotional
As educators, we need to

address these problems more diligently.

Finally,

many

students must work to help support their parents.

With

the cost of food and rent and living expenses so high in
Boston,

many students have no choice but to work,

at—risk and dropout.

become

Together the DPIC and the Boston

High School Work/Study Program could work together and
become an effective intervention and prevention system
for the Boston Public Schools.
Conclusions
We all realize that drop-outs are becoming an
albatross for large cities and towns.

This author

proposes that Boston High School and the DPIC are a
logical and an operational program that would finally
address drop-out prevention and intervention.

It would
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be a major effort and a costly one,
federal,

state,

operating costs.

but I believe

and Chapter 188 funding would reduce
Given the reality of the drop-out

problem country-wide,

it's about time educators made a

strong statement towards resolution.

Formation of a

Drop-out Prevention and Intervention Center wouldn't stop
all students from leaving the Boston Public Schools,

but

at the present time there isn't any system-wide program
in Boston that is dealing with the drop-outs.
a couple of pilot programs now existing,
deal with drop-outs on a small scale.

There are

but they only

The DPIC would be

dealing with the drop-out problem on a city-wide basis.
If a student referred to the DPIC told a counselor
that they had to leave school because they were getting
married,

we would have a program for them even if it was

at night or on Saturdays.
they needed to work,

If a student expressed that

we would find them a job and an

alternative program to go with it.

There would be no

excuse for a student to leave school because we would
be able to offer them some way to stay in school.
The purpose of this dissertation study was to determine
what factors had a positive impact on the effectiveness
of the Boston High Program and its ability to retain and
graduate at-risk pupils.

Effective alternative schools
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should not be measured for the academic outcomes as much
as they should be judged for their ability to retain
at-risk pupils.

Research done by the Rand Corporation

had shown that intervention projects generally take five
full years to be implemented

(Rand,

for the purpose of this study,

1980).

Consequently,

the effectiveness of the

work/study component is researched historically from 1968
to 1979.

This time frame was chosen because it was a

period when only at-risk students were enrolled at Boston
High School.

This study was intended to research what

characteristics of the school,

curriculum,

students,

teachers and administrators made the Boston High School
Program successful.
The urban environment of public schools has often
produced negativity and hopelessness for at-risk
students.

Standardized curriculum and lack of

alternati/e teaching methodologies has alienated at-risk
pupils from public urban secondary schools.

At-risk

pupils are not social deviates who are incapable of
learning,

earning and being part of our society.

Work/study programs have been proven to be successful
alternative methodologies in urban secondary schools.
For the Boston Public Schools,

it is not premature to

judge what impact the Boston High Program has had on the
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at-risk population in the Boston Public Schools.

The

Boston High Program has over one hundred companies vying
for their students to work part-time.
The Boston High Program has a history of success with
a^-r^s^ pupils as well as open enrollment students.
Although no study has yet to be done,

future research on

the Boston High Program should focus on the successes of
the program during the open enrollment period.

The

school has continued to be successful after the court's
intervention of the student assignment process.

Future

researchers need to study why the program continued to be
successful and what factors impacted upon the success.
Some questions that need to be answered are:

Why does

the school continue to have a waiting list?
these students that now apply?

Who are

Who are those on the

waiting list? Are they at-risk students?

What impact

does the faculty continue to have on the success of the
program?

Why does Boston High continue to have the fifth

highest attendance rate in the city?

These are only some

of the questions that need to be answered.

This author

hopes that future research will investigate the successes
of the Boston High Program to determine if there
shouldn't be more than one high school with a work/study
program as its model of design.

This leaves
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possibilities open for the schools to develop and
implement their own work/study program autonomously.
The Boston Public Schools,
Laval S.

Wilson,

School Committee,

Superintendent

the At-Risk Task Force,
BASAS,

the Boston

the Boston Teachers' Union,

and the parents are all committed to find better ways to
teach and educate the students in the Boston Public
Schools.

A major goal of this author was to find the

best way to retain,

and graduate at-risk students.

After a thorough historical analysis of the Boston
High Program as an alternative methodology for dealing
with at-risk pupils,

it is this researcher's conclusion

that the work/study component,

in combination with the

leadership of the administration and teachers,

gave those

at-risk students an opportunity for success.
The Boston High Program has demonstrated success,

and

the work/study based nature of the program responded to
the needs of the at-risk student and provided them with
sufficient know-how and skills to help them be successful
in their high school education and for some,
careers.

their

The Boston High Program has further

demonstrated to teachers,

students and administrators

that there are ways that educators can solve the problems
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of at-risk pupils and impact an improved learning
environment for at-risk students.

The findings of this

study determined that potential effectiveness of the
Boston High School Model as a vehicle for intervention
with the problem of at-risk students.

However,

further

study would be needed to determine the effectiveness of
the model when implemented in other large urban cities.
At-risk students are increasing in number with new
pressures coming from many directions.

The present

system in the Boston Public Schools for prevention and
intervention of dropouts and remediation for at-risk
pupils is seriously lacking any organizational structure
and systematic program.

The need for this change

strategy such as the regeneration of the Boston High
work/study model is urgent with the dropout rate in the
Boston Public Schools now at 43 percent.
The literature this author has reviewed in Chapter
II,

indicated that the current movement for prevention

and intervention for dropouts and at-risk pupils is
returning to alternative programs with a work/study
combination.

Large urban school systems in cities such

as:

Detroit,

Chicago,

Los Angeles and New York,

already

have proven successful work/study programs for at-risk
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students in operation.

Several educational theorists

reviewed by this author, wrote that the at-risk pupil is
experiencing a downward spiral of their education in
urban high schools.

Practitioners argue for the theory

that work/study alternative programs raise the
self-esteem of at-risk pupils and offer work and study as
a successful foundation for at-risk intervention and
prevention.

Given the need for an effective alternative

work/study model in the Boston Public Schools,

this

author's rationale for a regeneration of the Boston High
work/study model as a viable method of intervention
stands reinforced by the results of the data in Chapter
IV and by these theorists:
Cooley,

1968;

Rutter,

1986).

Fine,

1986;

(Bachman,
Sarason,

1971;

1971;

Combs &

and Wehlage and

Urban high schools are experiencing increases in
dropout rates and an increase in the number of at-risk
students.

Crisis in American education has impelled

alternative solutions for at-risk students and when the
crisis periods declined,

the advances made in alternative

and vocational education has regressed as we have seen in
the Boston Public Schools.

Alternative programs filled an

educational void in the 1960's and 1970's and then they
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lost their popularity.

They tended to be shock absorbers

for at—risk pupils during a time of rapid demographic,
attitudinal and value changes of a generation that
brought about more changes than in any other decade.
Alternative programs are now being regenerated in the
1980's once again to deal with the crisis that exists in
many urban cities.

Dropout rates are over 35% in many

large urban communities and at-risk students represent a
large new breed in many school systems.

There is nothing

new to the educational concept of work and study as an
effective model of learning.

Vocational and Distributive

Education has been part of the American curriculum since
the 1950's.

It rests with school administrators and

practitioners to develop and attract at-risk pupils
toward alternative programs which will serve the needs of
this population group.
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lABLE 7 High School Enrollment and Dropouts,
1979-1985.

TABLE
High School Enrollment & Propout3. 1979-1985

SCHOOL YEAR

ENROLLMENT

FOR THE YEAR

ESTIMATE m

1979 - 1980

21,478

2,316

10.5 * *

1980 - 1981

21,718

1,991

9.2 * *

1981 - 1982

22,432

2,402

10.7 * *

1982 - 1983

21,907 (10/7/82)

2,665

12.1 * *

.1983 - 1984

20,38-1 (10/1/83)

2,893

.14.2 * *

.1984 - 1985
1

20,118 (10/1/84)

3,026

SOURCE:

15.

**

Guidance and Support Services Team, 1983.

** Figures reported by Guidance and Support Services Team used for
consistency; actual enrollment and net annual student loss due to
dropout may differ.
RSD NOTE:
This table uses October enrollment figures to estimate the
percent (rate) of dropouts for any given year. This technique inflate
the actual rate, and should only be used as a gross estimate.
Selection of a different point in time or, more accurately, summativo
enrollment for the year, will result in a different estimate; the
actual aggregate cohort dropout rate will differ in either case. The
above statistics cannot be used reliably to calculate the dropout rate
for the 4 high school years.
Caution must be exercised in the
interpretation of these data.
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TABLE 8 Boston Public Schools Dropout and
Enrollment by Year, 1979-1985.
Boston Public Schools Dropout and
Enrollment bv Year. 1979-198!?
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TABLE 9
Students discharged from Boston Public
Schools
reasons 1980-1984.
Most students left
because they were legally able to leave school.
Students discharged from Boston Public
Schools, reasons 1980-198T
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TABLE 10 Dropouts by Grade 1984-1985.
Pie graph
reflects dropout problem exists in all grades.

Office of Pesearch f; devclonnent, February 1986.

DROPOUTS BY GRADE 1984-1983

Dropouts by Grade 1984-1985
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TABLE 11 Budget Proposal for DPIC.
Costs are
estimated for a yearly budget operation.

Budget Proposal for DPIC

Director$45,000
Assistant Director

$40,000

Staff

(Teacher)

$35,000

Staff

(Teacher)

$35,000

Staff

(Teacher)

$35,000

Staff

(Job Counselor)

$30,000

Staff

(Guidance Counselor)

$40,000

Total

$277,000

$ 40,500

Consultants

$75 per hour

Psychologists

$13,500

5 hrs./week

Psychiatrists

$13,500

5 hrs./week

Doctor

$13,500

5 hrs./week Total

Operating Coats

$317,500

Facilities Maintenance

No Cost

Cafeteria

No Cost

Administrative Secretary

$17,000

Paper and Supplies

$82,500

(City of Boston Building)

Grant Total

$400,000

APPENDICES
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APPENDIX A
Interview Questions
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Participant/Interview Questions - Teachers

.

1

^Boston S!?inschooi7ing ** ^ back*ro^ on your teaching

2.

.

3

4

.

s n^.pisssa'i!s ffiiS^^'SLsss,^

.

5

Did students show better attendance at Boston High School

iS'scSSol/

“ th“ th'y

"°« l? 32? 5?X*t

*Uth0r;'y ln the classroom during the
at risk period and during the open enrollment periods?
money?f ChangCS d° you ^cognize in students after they

.

8

Were there many discipline problems with the at-risk
students?

.

9

Are there discipline problems with the open enrollment
students?

.

10

.

11

.

12

.
14.
13

.

15

.
17.
18.
19.
16

.

20

What was the extent of parental involvement during the
at-risk school program?
What's the extent of parental involvement now?
Was the at-risk student perceived to be a social deviate or
socially non-conforming to standard classroom curriculum
and procedures?
Why do you think open enrollment students choose Boston High
School?
What type of jobs were the students placed in during the
at-risk program enrollment period?
What types of jobs are students now placed in?
Difference?
what was the attendance requirement during the at-risk
enrollment period?
Did at-risk students do well academically?
How do the open enrollment students do academically?
How has Boston High School changed since the enrollment
policy changed?
what is your idea (philosophy) of what Boston High School
is doing or should be doing?
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.R^y. p.
Time:
Place:
Date:
If YQU have anv questions, please contact_
John P. Caputo at (w) 436-2065 or (h) 269-4214.
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Permission Form
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S/^e'C(ot
T0&nwn.&9tweaJd&
ryf. 7V,,AAnr/'fAr//.i

- ( Zm/r-rA /
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Boston Oilice
13th Floor
250 Sluiirl Slrofti
Boston. MA 02116

April 27, 1987

Dear

UniveL??yeofSMassachu?et?s a^hSrs? anfatso a^e^er'i^
the Boston Public Schools for the past fourteen years
I have

"ethe Boston
conductin^interviews'and'^woui^greatiy ipEJSSrSterviewing

IncepS”
inception

5?2 a teacher at

SnSichoof

?!

as an at-risk program to its present work/study format.

A* jJh!LSo^fC3 °f my doctoral research is:
Boston High School
As An At-Risk Intervention Program:
1968 - 1979. My goal is to
write a history of the Boston High School Progra^ and ?o analvze
the materials from the interviews and the questionnaire/survey in

S2SJSstrx»t°f the p—aad
Please place the enclosed RSVP card in my office mailbox
indicating a time during which you could be interviewed. The
interview takes approximately forty-five minutes.
5his dissertation study will have access
to the data bank at the discretion of Dr. Atron Gentry, Director
or the Boston Secondary Schools Project (BSSP).
Your cooperation is most appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

John P. Caputo

Enclosures
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Permission Form
I hereby agree to participate In the research project on the
History of Boston High School.
I understand that X am
voluntarily participating In this study and I am under no
obligation to do so.
followlng*methods^4t re3*arCh ulU be conducted using the
K

?Q7htfoSialre3 t0 graduates of Boston High School

2.

Interviews with all of the headmasters of Boston
High School from 1960-1906.
Interviews with teachers who taught at Boston High
School during both the at-rlsk and open enrollment
period.

3.

I 7 I *1* I 7O j i

I understand that all data will be held under the
Jurisdiction of the University staff and will be accessible to me
at tneir discretion.
This data will be available to me for use
In ray doctoral dissertation .
In the written dissertation In
which I might use material from the Interviews and from the
Questionnaire/Surveys, I will use neither your name nor your
Initials.
You may at any time withdraw from the Interview or the
Questionnaire/Survey.
You may withdraw your consent to have
specific excerpts used, If you notify me at the end of the
Interview or state so on the Questionnaire/Survey.
If I were to
want to use any materials In any way not consistent with what Is
stated above, I would ask for your additional written consent.
In signing this form, you arc also assuring me that you will
make no financial claims for the use of the material In your
Interviews or questionnaire/survey; you are also stating that no
medical treatment will be required by you from the University of
Massachusetts should any physical Injury result from
participating in these Interviews.
If you have any questions, please call me at Boston High
School, 451-6860 or contact the School of Education, Boston
Secondary Schools Project (BSSP), Boston Office, 482-8U00
extension 73.
Thank you for considering being a part of my
research.
I,
, have read the above statement and
agree to participate as a participant under the conditions stated

above.
Signature of Interviewer

signature of participant
Dale_

APPENDIX C
Letter of Transmittal to Questionnaire/Survey
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Boston Office
13th Floor
250 Stuart Street
Boston. MA 02116

April 27', 1987

Dear Boston High School Graduate:
My name is John Caputo, and I am a graduate student at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst and also a teacher in
the Boston Public Schools for the past fourteen years.
I am
presently collecting data for my doctoral dissertation on the
Boston High School Work/Study Program.
I am interviewing all the
past headmasters of Boston High School, as well as several
teachers who have taught at Boston High School from 1969 to the
present.
Also, as a part of this study you are being asked to
participate in a questionnaire survey.
Your name was chosen
through a random selection of graduates from the years 1969
through 1983 to be a participant.
The subject of my doctoral research is: Boston High School
as an At-Risk Intervention Program:
1968 - 1979.
My goal is to
write a history of the Boston High School Program and to analyze
the materials from the interviews and the questionnaire/survey in
order to understand the structure of the program and its previous
successes with the at-risk student.
This dissertation, hopefully, will serve as a useful document
for the Boston School Department so that it may better address
the at-risk student and the dropout problem in Boston.
Since you
were a student at Boston High School, would you kindly take the
time to read and sign the permission form, and fill out the
enclosed questionnaire and return them to me in the self
addressed, stamped envelope provided. Your help is greatly
needed, and the information you furnish will be of significant
value. In advance, I thank you for taking the time and helping
me in this endeavor.
Sincerely yours.

Enclosures:

Permission Form
Questionnaire Survey

APPENDIX D
Written Questionnaire/Survey
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The purpose of this questionnaire is to collect data from graduates of the
Boston High School Work/Study Program.

All responses are anonymous and your

responses will help develop a profile of the Boston High School graduate and the
effectiveness of the program.

1.

Your thoughtful responses are greatly appreciated.

How many years did you attend Boston High School?
5 yrs.

4 yrs.

3 yrs.

2 yrs.

1 year

(circle correct answer)

2.

What year did you graduate from the Boston High School Program?

3.

Where did you live when you attended Boston High School?
South Boston
Roxbury

East Boston

Mattapan

Dorchester

Charlestown

Jamaica Plain

Hyde Park

Brighton

West Roxbury

(Please circle one or more if applicable.)
4.

Where do you live now?

5.

Marital Status - Single ( )

6.

Are you satisfied with your job now?

Married ( )

Divorced ( ) Number of Children

Yes

( )

No

Why/Why not?_
7.

Most desirable job since you graduated/type of work:

8.

Least desirable job since you graduated/type of work:_

9.

Approximate hourly wage when you graduated from Boston High School:_

10.

Approximate yearly average income (optional)__

11.

At the time you attended Boston High School, was your
mother ( )

father ( )

or guardian

( ) working?

12.

Why did you attend Boston High School? _

13.

What type of teachers did you have at Boston High School? (check one or more)
strict ( )

kind

one I learned from

( )

( )

caring

( )

weak

( )

authoritarian ( )

2
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Did you actend any post-graduate school or vocational training after you
graduated

15.

from Boston High?

Yes

No

Where

What was different about Boston High School chat helped you to stay in school?
(check one or more)

curriculum

school/environment/atmosphere
16.
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( )

teachers

( )

uork/study

( )

( )

Do you Chink that having had the opportunity to attend the vork/study
program at Boston High School helped you

in your

future?

Yes _

No

Why/Why Not?_
17.

When you attended Boston High School, did you:
respect authority
no difference

18.

(

Yes_

No_

disrespect authority

Yes

)

At Boston High School,

if you weren't in school, you didn't work.

What did this teach you?

19.

When you attended Boston High School, did you have confidence in:
yourself

Yes _ No_

Administrators
20.

teachers

Yes_ No_

Yes_ No

Would you recommend Boston High School continue as a uork/study program for
students who are contemplating dropping out of school?

****0ptional:

Yes_ No

Would you consider being interviewed on the telephone?

Phone Number_

Convenient time to call

Yes

No

APPENDIX E
Dropout Questionnaire
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

Dropout Questionnaire/Survey

Dear former Boston Public School Student.

We are asking you to

help us by filling out the attached questionnaire/survey and
sending it back in the enclosed envelope.

The Boston School

Department would like to better serve students who are in danger
of leaving the Boston Public Schools.
at the University of Massachusetts,
School teacher.

We want

I am a Doctoral Candidate

and X am a Boston Public

to know why you left school and what the

Boston Public Schools could have done to help you stay in school.
Your reply would be strictly confidential.

The information we

receive will be used to establish some kind of Dropout Prevention
and Intervention Center to help students who are in Jeopardy of
leaving school before they graduate.

If you have any questions

concerning this questionnaire, please call the Boston School
Department, 726-6200,

Ext.

5691.

If you are in need of any

assistance or are considering returning to school, please call
also.

Your help is greatly needed and the information you

furnish will be of significant value.

In advance, we thank you

for taking the time to help us in this endeavor.

Respectfully^
John P. Caputo
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Dropout Questionnaire

Directions!

Answer each question with an appropriate response.
Please circle your answer.

1.

What grade level were you in uhen you left school?

9

2.

Was this your correct grade level?

I don't know

3.

Were you absent frequently before you left school?

4.

How often?

a) once a week

Yes

No

b) twice a week

10

Yes

11

12

No

c) more than 8 days a semester

d) more than 15 days a semester

5.

Did you speak with your Guidance Counselor before you decided to leave school?
Yes

6.

No

b) one-half day

c) one day

alternative educational programs

Did you repeat Grade 6?

Yes

No - Grade 7

Did you enjoy Middle School?

11.

What did you like best about Middle School?
c) recreational activities

Yes

d) gym

No

Yes

d) itym

b) job counselling

No - Grade 8

Yes

No

I don't know

a) school subjects

b) lunch

e) teachers

What did you dislike best about Middle School?
c) recreational activities

a) health

d) other_

10.

12.

d) other_

What services were offered to you when you left school?
c)

9.

I don't know

How long did it take to dropout once the process at school was Initiated?
a) one hour

8.

I don't know

Did you discuss leaving school with any teacher before you decided to leave school?
Yes

7.

No

a) school subjects

e) leuchur*

b) lunch
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13.

2

-

When you entered into the ninth grade were you able to pass Math?

Yes

No

English?

Yes

No

14.

Did you like to read uhen you were in school?

15.

In the ninth grade were you able to adjust to the changes between
Middle School and Hihg School?

16.

Yes

Yes

No

No

I don't remember

What was the most difficult change for you in the ninth grade?
b) level of difficulty

c) older students

d) academics

a) freedom

e) yourself

f) other

17.

When did you begin thinking about dropping out of school?
b) around Christmas

18.

d) other_

Were you offered any alternatives rather than dropping out of school7
Yes

19.

c) in the Springtime

a) beginning of school year

No

I don't remember

Did you discuss dropping out of school with your parents or guardians?
Yes

No

I don't remember

20.

Did they approve your leaving school?

21.

How old were you when you left school?

22.

Did you try any other solutions instead of leaving school?
b) alternative school

c) work/study

Yes

I don't remember

_Years

d) transfer

e) other __

23.

No

_Months

a) suimer school

e) none
(circle as many as apply)

What was the ono single thing you wished your school could hnve dono for you?
a) gave you more academic help

b) changed your academic progren

c) transferred you to another school

d) prevented you from dropping out

e) other_-

APPENDIX F
At-Risk Merry-Go-Round
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ANNE WHEELOCK

The Way Out

A Report by the Mass. Advocacy Center

THE AT-RISK MERRY-GO-ROUND
scnnoi. I'AIUJIUC
ANU LOW

For students at risk, one negative school
experience leads to another. As these
experiences accumulate, they begin to
outweigh students' positive experiences. In
turn, students' perceptions about themselves
and their role in their schools lead them to
doubt that they belong in school at all.

APPENDIX G
Boston Education Plan
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THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE OF THE CITY OF BOSTON

BOSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
OFFICE OF The SUPEAinTEnOEM
_

LAVA-. S WILSON

•

Macch 10, 1986

MEMORANDUM
TO:
FFCM:
RE:

All Boston Public Schools Staff
Laval S. Wilson, Super inter .den
The Eos tor.

Attached is an Executive Summary of Phase I of the Boston Education Plan.
It contains the irdssion statement and the sixteen major initiatives I have
recommended to the School Committee for adoption at its March 11th imeting. A
full copy of Jhase I of the plan, together with the relevant background
material, is available in each school.
I decided on these sixteen initiatives after a major outreach effort in
which more than 4,300 members of the Boston Public School carrunity took part.
I want to thank all of those who participated for their thoughtful input; I
learned a great deal from the questionnaire and interview feedback, and it
helped me decide on issues that enjoy wide support and will have a major
inpact on teaching and learning in all Boston schools.
Once the School Corrmittee acts on these recommendations, the Boston
Education Plan will become the focus for long-range planning and resource
allocation at the elementary, middle, and high school levels. My intention i3
to appoint a project manager to head up each r.'ia and have the project
managers work with the Planning Office to assemble task forces and develop
detailed strategic plans by summer. These plans will contain detailed
strategies, lay out timelines, and identify resources in each area. Cur goal
is to make major strides in every one of these key areas over, the next few
years.
I look forward to the next stages of this vital project, and hope you
will be involved. Thank you again for your help.

rv'87 Expend!cure Projections
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Superintendent's Budget Perspective
In order to begin che procesr o£ „ivl^ ,e . pr0p0sed bud6ec Eigure

n'87,

I Asked my Plsnnlng end Resource AlloeAcioo Division co

ths

coses =£ continuing .U FT86 pregrams and services ec rhelr present levels.
Given Inflationary costs and other built-in Increases, the staff estieated
chat It vould cost an additional 818 million jusc to oaintain our current
programs and servicas next year.
Chen, would be about $288 million.

The budget for the 1986-87 school year,
This figure does not Include funds for

negotiated salary Increases, nor for any new educational initiatives.

The

major built-in cost increases reflected in the $10 million figure include
additional teachers to cover projected enrollment increases; salary step and
lane increases and employee benefits that are required by existing collective
bargaining agreements;

transportation cost increases;

and inflationary

increases in purchased services, such as vehicle Insurance and residential
placements for special education students.

I then asked my staff to. estimate the costs of making an initial response
to three of the. most important priorities established in The Boston Education
Plan:

at-risk students; instructional materials;

and school facilities.

In

our Judgment, these priorities deserve an additional $10 million in FY'87.
we add $5.7 million as a conservative estimate of the costs of funding new
collective bargaining agreements, ve arrive at a total projected expenditure
level of $303.6 million, an increase of 12^5 per cent (rollover budget of
$287.9 million plus recommended increases of $15.7 million).

If
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soPERDUHoeir's nmcDociroN

As members of the School Committee know, I consider long-range planning
to be one of the hallmarks of strong leadership and effective management in a
major school system. Since my appointment, I have worked on developing a
long-range plan that systematically identifies out most pressing probleire,
carefully maps strategies to solve them, boldly allocates resources to carry
out those strategies, and effects major improvements in each area. The Boston
Education Plan will drive our improvement efforts and the allocation of
resources at the elementary, middle, and high school levels.
I am pleased to announce that the first phase of the development of our
plan is now complete. The purpose of this phase was to reach out to all major
constituencies inside and outside the school system and involve them in
developing a BPS fiiiaoicn statement and deciding on a short list of initiatives
to accomplish that mission. 1hi3 outreach effort was essential - the plan's
ultimate impact on the schools will depend as tmch on the process by which it
is developed as it does on the quality of the plan itself. All constituencies
- teachers, administrators, other staff, parents, student leaders, and
external collaborators - must know about the plan as it evolves, have a chance
to be heard and contribute, and genuinely support its implementation.
Our outreach effort has been highly successful, and I can now present a
set of issues to the School Committee that enjoy broad support across the
system. The next section of this package (and additional information in the
Supplementary Information package) summarize the outreach effort. On the last
three pages of this packet are the Mission Statement, a context-setting pre¬
amble, and the list of issues I am recommending to the School Committee.
These 16 issues are those I feel need high-priority attention, careful longrange planning, and extra resources over the next few years.
Not every issue could be included on this list. The Boston Education
Plan must focus on the most pressing issues, and difficult choices had to be
made. However, the exclusion of an issue from the list will not prevent us
from pursuing it through normal administrative channels.
When the School Committee has approved a list of priority issues, the
Division of Planning and Resource Allocation will proceed immediately to make
recommendations for Project Managers for each area, will assemble task forces,
and will aim to produce detailed strategic plans in all areas by the summer.
Even before the plans are complete, however, the priority areas will begin to
influence the 1986-87 budget, and will have a direct impact on the school-site
planning and management process and the setting of departmental goals within
the central office. It is my intent that the Boston Education Plan will be a
major driving force in the BPS for years to come.
Respectfully submitted

9
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KLSSIOH SCTOBlENr

The oiaaion of the Boston Public Schools is to give all students an excellent
basic education and the chance to expand their abilities and talents to the
\ Our goal is to graduate students who are prepared to compete in the
world, who get along with people of diverse backgrounds, who think for them** appreciate life. This mission is based on the firm
belief that all children can learn and all schools can be effective.
fulfil]- t*13 mission depends on the quality of each school. Good
°l,lear^r3 that foster
personal‘and intellectual
development of students and staff, making all feel valued and valuable. Good
schools have a number of key characteristics: strong instructional leader¬
ship, a shared sense of mission, collegiality within the staff, effective
teaching, high expectations of all students, a safe and humane climate, a
decent facility, focus on basic skills, clear academic goals, ongoing use of
test results, multicultural acceptance, and parent and conminity support.

PREAMBLE TO THE LIST OP PRIORITY

In recent years, four major initiatives have been undertaken in the Boston
Public Schools. First, new curriculum objectives have been developed in all
subject areas, and a reduced list of textbooks has been chosen based on these
objectives. The challenge is now to implement the curriculum in classrooms,
. which involves tsacher training, instructional materials, and on-going
support. Second, major progress has also been made by the Boston Compact on
school planning and job placement. The challenge is now to focus on the
dropout rate arid the needs of at-risk students. Third, there has been a major
effort to pilot school-site management and planning, and a structure for
planning 1s now in place for all schools, supported by the Office of School
Assistance. The challenge is now to improve the planning and school improve¬
ment efforts underway in every school and explore ways to further increase the
school-site decision-making and accountability of principals and headnasters.
Fcurth, a new performance evaluation process was put in place four years ago,
and it has brought about marked increases in the accountability of all staff.
The challenge is now to refine the process and link it to an extended orcgcam
of professional aewlcpmenc and support.
The Boston Public Schools have also made signfleant strides in several other
areas in recent years. Major improvement efforts are under way in Special
Education and Bilingual, supported by substantial budgetary commitments and
maintained and reinforced by court orders. Great progress has been made in
purchasing cccputers for all schools and providing training for staff.
Testing, now part of a new Office of Research and Development, is beginning to
receive the kind of modifications that field personnel have requested.
Finally, the merger of the Humphrey Center and Madison Park High is an
unparalleled opportunity to upgrade and rethink vocational/occupational/
career education.
All of these areas of progress and potential progress provide groundwork for
the initiatives of the Boston Education Plan, v*iich are listed on the
following pages.

10
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SUPERDfrOCENT'S LIST OP DCTTAnVES

1. Adolescent Issues
Improving crisis intervention and support and instituting prevention
programs to deal with the problems of teenage pregnancy, alcohol and drug
abuse, suicide, and child abuse.
2. At-Risk Students
Developing a comprehensive program to meet the needs of all students who
are not Marking up to grade-level expectations, are not meeting Promotion
Policy standards, and are therefore in danger of failing and dropping
out. This includes remediation, alternative teaching methods and
materials, peer tutoring, alternative programs and schools, after-hours
programs, summer schools, re-entry programs, and other initiatives.
3. Counseling and Qiidance
Increasing and improving counseling and support services for all
students, including training and augmenting current counseling staff and
exploring new models of counseling and guidance that enlist the help of
teachers and administrators and external agencies.
4. Curriculum Support
Strengthening the delivery of instructional services and technical
support to teachers and school administrators in social studies, science,
foreign languages, gifted and talented, conputer education, the arts,
physical education, and all other curriculum areas.

5. Early Qiildhood Program and Early Intervention
Providing more extensive and effective programs for pre-school.
Kindergarten I and II, extended day classes, transitional first grades,
and primary grades, and working with outside agencies to inpcove the
quality of prenatal care and parenting support.
6. Facilities
Upgrading school buildings that currently fall below acceptable standards
of repair, lighting, heating, ventilation, classroom facilities, and
equipment. This includes a plan to maximize the use of buildings, close
arxi consolidate programs where necessary, and prioritize repairs.

7. Instructional Materials
Providing teachers with the textbooks, educational materials, equipment,
and supplies they need to implement the BPS curriculum effectively, and
delivering materials and supplies in a timely manner.
8. Mathematics
Improving the math achievement of students K-12 through improved teaching
techniques and instructional materials, with special emphasis on creative
problem-solving strategies and the use of technology.

200
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9. Middle and High School PrcgrvL
Strengthening the academic and non-academic offeHna* in >u

_.

^^Jtn?J!ia3^tflleg!h?r(**rat0ry
i- avaU^e^'Ill
^ 3tudent3 4re able to acquire the skills and knowledqe
needed to have a real choice betv*en employment and higher education9

10. Parent and Ccnmunity

t

Increasing parent involvement in and support of their children's
education, and increasing tne involvement of the entire cormunity business, higher education, social service, cultural agencies, etc. - in
improving instruction in Boston schools.
11. Professional Develcpnent of Teachers and School Administrators
Improving teaching and administrative leadership in all schools throuqh
programs that greatly expand the frequency, duration, quality! aS
e3310nal deVel°fTOnt efforts, and through^ urp^ved
process of supervision, support, and evaluation.
V

12. Reading
Strengthening students' reading skills in all curriculum areas K-12
through improved teaching techniques, instructional materials, and
cooperation with parents, with particular emphasis on higher-order/
critical thinking, listening, speaking, and viewing skills.

13. Safe and Orderly School Divircraits
Implementing citywide and school-based strategies that allow all students
to attend school in a climate in v4iich they feel secure, respected, and
able to concentrate on the business of learning.
14. fecial ftimadon. Bilingual, and ^fecational/Occupatlonal/Career Education
Improving implementation of the guidelines and regulations of programs
for language minority, 766, and vocational students so that youngseers in
these programs receive instruction appropriate to their individual needs
and closely aligned with the mainstream curriculum.

15. Student Assignment Process and Quality Desegregated Education
Working within Federal Court desegregation mandates to review the current
assignment procedures, exploring opportunities to improve school integra¬
tion by increased parent and student program choice, enhance the drawing
and holding power of Boston schools, and improve out present svster of
transporting students.

16. Writing
Improving the teaching and learning of writing across all curriculum
***** K-12, using training and materials in the "process" approach to
writing, peer editing, holistic scoring, writing folders, effective use
of conputer vord processing, and frequent student publishing.
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AT-RISK YOUTH
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At-Risk Youth- - 21

2* sdSls6 PC0CeSS 0f recruitin9

hiring staff needed for each of ten

3. Take over responsibility for complete program currently shared by the
Private Industry Council by beginning of Academic Year 1987 - 1988.
4. Provide training and resource development for case managers in all schools
to connect their activities to existing networks of cocmunity-based
organizations. Seek external discretionary funds as well as School
Department funds for this training.
5. Connect outreach efforts in Ventures schools
more closely to new outreach
capacity in Boston Cotntunity Schools.
Complete all four action steps above during Phase One.
6. Expand Ventures to all grades for 10 schools by end of Phase Two.
7. Publish program results annually, school by school.

RBDCMOCWnai D: Re-establish Boston High School as an alternative school for
at risk youth, returning the program to its original mission
as a school for problem youth ard likely dropouts.
Action Plan:
1. Eliminate diploma-granting status and develop referral arci credit-earning
program such as currently in use at Another Course to College and EdCo.
(Students are retained on referring school roles.) 2. Retain work-study program.
3. Expand program to an 8 - 12 school, drawing referrals from extensive number
of overage 8th graders presently in middle school who need alternatives and
can benefit from a work-study model.
Complete implementation in Phase One.

RBOCMOHMfflON Bx Expand use of work-study concept in more high schools,
particularly in upper grades (11 - 12).
1. Identify current level of work-study programs in all high schools, including
policies on academic credit for work experience.
2. Develop central policy on academic credit for work experience.
3. Use PIC Career Specialists as work-study coordinators as well as job
developers to reduce staff costs for work-study expansion.
4. Establish work-study clusters in each high school.
Complete implementation during Phase One.

APPENDIX H
Student Population
Survey Results
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Future

Yr*

T N

Mar

Job

At Grad

Current

Grad

Work

Prep

T

Y

3

X 0

D

Y

4.00

16,000

N

Y

Y

y

4

C C

D

Y

3.00

20,000

N

Y

Y

y

Lived

M

3

J O

s

Y

3.00

20,000

N

M

Y

4

D D

M

Y

3.00

19,000

Y

B

Y

Confidence
A

Cont
Auth

BHS

Stayed Teacher
Why BHS

Learned at BHS

Y
Y
Mother Mak Meant Business
y
Best Job: Social Work
Worst Job: Cook
y

Y

Y

M

Y

4.00

N

F

Y

ctws

kc

l

tus

kc

l

Had Attend To Cet Up On Time

Y

y

y

Y

Y

Y

y

y

Y

Y

Worst Job: Tou Truck Driver

Work Study Money » School

Best Job: Bank Clerk
W 0

Type

Best Job: Mechanic
Worst Job: Paper Box Printer
y
Y
Y
Work Study Passing Crades - Job
us
l
Best Job: Wall Paper Hanger

1

BHS

Repeating

Best Job: Bus Driver

tus

l

Worst Job:
Responsibility

ct s

Worst Job: Foundry

ske

l
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1973
Lived

Salary

Yrs

T N

Har

Job

3

C 0

H

N

At Grad

Current

Post

Porcnt

Future

Grad

Work

Prep

N

B

2.00

Confidence

Y

T

Y

Y

y

Stayed Tcochcr

Cont

A

Auth

n

N

BHS

Why BHS

Y

Attendance To Be Strict
Worst Job: Sales

Best Job: Sales
H

H J

2

3.00

N

N

B

N

y y

Y

N

Learned at BHS

Y

Work Study School Came First

Best Job: Travel Agent
M

B 0

2

4.00

Y

27,000

N

8

y y

Y

Y

Y

Best Job: Personal Secretary
Total Students in 1973:

Type

ctw

sk

u

kc

Worst Job: Cleaning Lady

Left St.Jo Own Responsibilities

Y

BHS

ws

sk

l

Worst Job: Avon Saleswoman

8

1974

T N

Har

Job

3

X R

H

Y

D O

3

Post

Parent

Future

Current

Grad

Work

Prep

T

Y

25,000

N

H

Y

Y

V

Salary

Lived
Yra

4.00

H

N

3.00

Y

S

At Grad

Y

Confidence

Y

BHS
Y

Why BHS
Fighting

Best Job: Entertainer
Y
Y
Older
Y

y

Y

Stayed Teacher

Cont
Auth

A

Learned at BHS
No School - No Pay

X H

2.00

Y

H

30,000

N

Y

8

Y

y

Y

n

Attendance

D 0

2
4

S S
0 0

H

3.00

Y

3.00

Y

H
H

Y

3.00

30,000
24,000
20,000

N

Y

G
H

N

Y

Y
Y

Y

F

N

y y

Y

Kicked Out Importance Of Work

Y

0 0

H

V

3.00

30,000

ske

l

t ws

c

l

ctws

k

l

Worst Job:

y

Best Job: Fishing
Y
Y
FliaUcoot
y

w

c

y

Worst Job: Cab Driver
Best Job: Toll Collector
w
Y
Y
Learn Earn Responsibility
y

c

v y

Y

Y

B

N

el

Worst Job: Paperboy

No Pay

Y

Y

Graduate

Go To School

Best Job: Correction Officer
Total Students in 1974:

l

Worst Job:

Best Job: Blue Printing
3

ctus

Attendance Attendance

Y

Y

k

Worst Job: Clerk

Best Job: Policeman
3

tw

Worst Job: Baker

Best Job: Seamstress
3

Type

BHS

ctwa

ske

l

Worst Job: Bar Tender

7

1975
Lived
Yra

...
3

T N
. .

W 0

Har

Job

H

N

— ...

Confidence

Salary

Post

Parent

Future

Current
At Grad
. .

Grad

Work

Prep

T

Y

Y

M

y

Auth

n

Y

BHS

Stayed Teacher
Why BHS

Y

No Ros Hig Didn't Care

Best Job: Lifeguard

1

H 0

S

Y

4.00

30,000

Y

Y

B

y

y

Y

S s

S

Y

4.00

16,000

BHS

Type

Y

H

Y

y

y

y

Y

tw

kc

Worst Job: Burger King

Y

w

Best Job:

4

Learned at BHS

.... -- —
N

3.00

Cont

A

c

Worst Job:
Y

Work Study Not To Hiss School

Best Job: Word Processor

c ws

Worst Job: Waitress

s

a
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4

1975
lived

Salary

Yra

T N

Mar

Job

5

D 0

S

Y

3.00

3

C C

s

Y

6.00

4

D 0

0

N

3.00

At Crad

Current

Post
Grad

Parent
Uork

Future
Prep

Confidence
T Y A

26,000

N

B

Y

y

N

F

Y

Y

y

N

B

Y

Y

y y

20,000

Auth

Cont
BHS

Stayed Teacher

Uhy BHS

learned at BHS

BHS

Type

Y
Y
Brother
Act Like Adult
w
tkc
Best Job: Union Carpenter
Uorst Job: Cable Installer
n
Y
Zoo
Attendance
t
kc
Best Job: Working Uith Compute Uorst Job:
Y

Y

Parental

Best Job: Courier Service
Total Students in 1975:
6

No Uork, No Pay

us

l
l

c

l

Uorst Job: Carpet Installer

1976
Salary

Lived

Post

Parent

Future

Current

Grad

Uork

Prep

T

Y

3.00

19,000

N

F

Y

Y

y

N

2.00

21,000

Y

F

Y

N

y

N

4.00

18,000

N

B

Y

Yra

T N

Mar

Job

1

S O

D

Y

4

B O

M

3

0 0

0

At Grad

Confidence
A

Cont
Auth

Stoyed Teochor

BHS

Uhy BHS

y y

Y

Y

M

Y

2.00

19,000

N

B

Y

y

Y

n

Y

Y

E 0

H

Y

3.00

28,'00

N

B

Y

y

Y

Y

s s

M

Y

3.00

N

F

Y

Y

y y

Y

Y

Working

Best Job: Mall Room
3

D 0

S

Y

3.00

24,000

N

M

Y

Y

y y

Y

4
2
4

J U
J R
R H

M
H
M

Y
Y
Y

3.00

20,000

N
N

3.00

B
G

N

3.00

Y
Y
Y

Y

tw

ske

l

tws

ske

l

Uorst Job: Horse Groomer
Set Goals

tus

kc

us

ske

Uorst Job:

Graduation Be There Everyday

Best Job: Car Salesman

k

Uorst Job: Housewife

Attendance

Best Job: Boston Edison
2

t

Uorst Job: Pointer

Dropped Ou Be On Time School

Best Job: School Aide
1

Type

Uorst Job: Army

Uork Study To Do Better In Scho

Best Job: Life Guard
s s

BHS

n
Y
Y
No Other
Nothing
tus
k ol
Best Job: Telephone Company
Uorst Job: Hospital Attendant
n
Y
Y
left Other Y
s
c l
Best Job: Airport

3

learned at BHS

Uorst Job: Parking Attendant
ske

l

Uorst Job: House Cleaner
Best Job: Secretary
kc
Y
Y
Hate Schoo Go To School
ctu
y

l

y y

Y

Y

Work Study Rasponslbillty

us

Y

y

Y

Uorst Job: Custodion
Best Job: Airlines
y y
Y
Y
left Twice Uorlc Or Get Fired
tv
Best Job: Painter

Total Students in 1976:

kc

l

Uorst Job: Painter

10

1977
lived
Yrt

T N

Salary
Mar

Job

At Grad

Current

Post

Parent

Future

Grad

Uork

Prep

Confidence
T

Y

A

Cont
Auth

BHS

Stayed Teacher
Uhy BHS

Learned at BHS

BHS

Type
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5

1977
Lived
Yrs
...

T N

2

Salary

Post

Parent

Future

Grad
....

Uork
••••••

Prep

T

Y

41,000

M

F

Y

Y

y

2.00

15,000

N

Y

Y

Y

3.00

22,000

M

B

Y

Y

Y

3.00

18,000

Y

F

Y

Y

- -

Mar
...

Job
...

C 0

H

Y

3.50

4

J J

M

Y

4

D 0

M

3

E 0

M

At Grad

Current
. ••••••••

Confidence
A

Auth

Coot
BBS

Why BKS

Learned at BHS

Stayed Teacher
BHS
Type

N
Y
Work Exper Mot Much
y
Best Job: Janitor
Worst Job: Factory
Y
Y
y y
Guidance
Like School
tw
Best Job: Porter Harriott
Worst Job: Cab Driver
Y
Y
Workstudy Be In School
y y
us
Best Job: Ups Deliveryman
Worst Job: Stockboy
n y
Y
Y
Had To Wor Had To Work
tu
Best Job: Dispatcher

2

R R

S

Y

3.00

19,000

Y

F

Y

4

B 0

S

Y

3.00

18,000

Y

B

Y

4

E E

s

Y

3.00

Y

B

Y

Y

2

E E

s

Y

3.00

24,000

N

B

Y

Y

3

S S

H

Y

4.00

26,000

N

B

Y

Y

3

X 0

N

N

3.00

N

M

Y

Y

Y

c
s

l

ske
s c

l

Worst Job: Office Boy

Y
Y
y
Bored/uork Responsibility
W
Best Job: Own Bussiness
Worst Job: Recep/clerk
Y
Y
To Uork
y
School ■ Honey
t
Best Job: Sheetmetal Worker
Worst Job: Guard
Y
Y
Want Work Punishment For Atten c u
y y

y

skcual
c

l

sk al
Best Job: Sheetmetal Worker
Worst Job: Bar Room
Y
Y
Work Study To Be Mature
w
y y
sk
l
Best Job: Store Manager
Worst Job: Hair Dresser
Y
Y
Education Responsibility
y y
ctus
kc
Best Job: Airline Employee
Worst Job: Cvs Clerk
n y
Y
Y
Pregnant
Come To School
tus
kc
Best Job: Saleswoman
Worst Job:

Total Students in 1977:

10

1978
Salary

Lived
Yrs

T N

Mar

Job

2

H M

M

Y

At Grad
2.00

Post

Parent

Future

Current

Grad

Work

Prep

T

Y

27,000

Y

H

Y

Y

y

Confidence
A

Cont
Auth
Y

BHS
Y

Stayed Teacher
Why BHS
Drop Out

Best Job: Accountant
S S

S

Y

3.00

31,000

Y

B

Y

Y

5

s s

M

Y

3.00

17,000

N

B

Y

Y

3

M M

S

Y

3.00

23,000

Y

B

Y

Y

n

Y

Best Job: Dental Hygenist
Y
Y
Work Part
y
Best Job: Accountant

D S

D

Y

3.00

2

C C

D

N

3.00

1

D O

S

Y

4.00

3

J W

D

Y

4.00

20,000

N

B

Y

N

F

Y

Y

20,000

N

B

Y

Y

25,000

N

B

Y

Y

BHS

No Choice

Type

u

c

Worst Job: Clerk

Y
Y
Work Study Attendance
ctus
k
l
y
Worst Job: School Teacher
Best Job: School Teacher
Y
Y
Not So Bos Do Not Miss School
ctus sea
y y
Worst Job: Cleaners
Best Job: Florist

4

1

Learned at BHS

y

y

Y

Y

Flunked Ou On Time

us

Go To School

ctus

N
Y
Want Work Maturity
u
y
Worst Job: Painter
Best Job: Landscaper
Y
Y
Left High Not To Be Lazy
ctus
y y
Worst Job: Welder
Best Job: Telephone Company
Y
Y
Bored
y
Best Job: Word Processor

l
kc

l

Worst Job: Waitress

n

y

s

Worst Job: Hail Room

Adult Responsibility

c us

Worst Job: Key Punch

kc
sk

l
c

l
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1978
Lived

Salary

Com

Yrs

T H

Mar

Job

At Grad

Current

3

X H

S

Y

3.00

22,000

5

0 0

S

Y

3.00

23,000

Grad
M
N

Uork

Prep

T

Y

H

Y

Y

n

M

Y

A

Auth

y
Best
n n

H

Best
5

J J

M

Y

3.00

2

E 0

M

Y

4.00

12,000

N

B

Y

Y

y

M

B

Y

Y

y

y
Best

Y

BHS
Y

Uhy BHS

Learned at BHS

Stayed Teacher
BHS
Type

Racial Pro School More Importen

ob: Heter Reader
X
Y
iob: Chef

u

a c

ws

ske

t
l

Uorst Job: Clerk

Left Schoo School Came First
Uorst Job: Uaitor

Y

Y

Uork/study Be Your Best in Sch

tus

ske

N

Y

Fighting

tw

s

Best Job: Mbta
Total Students in 1978:
12

Responsibility

el

Uorst Job: Cement Mixer

1979
Lived

Salary

Post

Parent

Future

Grod

Uork

Prep

Confidence
T Y A

Com

Stayed Teacher

Yrs

T N

Mar

Job

At Grad

Current

4

E O

M

Y

3.00

28,000

N

B

Y

Y

y

Y
Y
Left Cath Uork Hard At School
y
ctws ske l
Best Job: Canteen Truck Owner Uorst Job: Grocery Store Clerk

1

J J

M

Y

3.50

29,000

N

B

Y

r

y

Y
Y
Drop/Out
Best Job: Boilermaker

2

R H

H

N

M

Y

Y

y

Y
Y
Graduation Responsibility
V
tus
Best Job: Mother
Uorst Job: Uaitressing

3

J

M

H

B

Y

Y

V

Y
Y
Uork
y
Best Job: Travel Agent

Mo Uork, No Pay

Y
Y
Drop Out
y
Best Job: Xerox Repairman

Realize Future

Y
Y
Drop Out
y
Best Job: Post Office

Responsibility

3
3

B B
S S

H

M

3.00
Y
Y
Y

21,000
3.00
2.00

20,000
29,000

Y
N

B
M

Y
Y

Y
Y

5

H 0

M

N

3.00

8,000

Y

M

Y

Y

2

H H

S

Y

3.00

28,000

Y

H

Y

N

4

M M

D

N

3.00

N

M

N

y
y

Auth

BHS

Uhy BHS

D D

S

Y

4.00

28,000

Y

F

N

School Important
Uorst Job: Cob Driver

Y

Y

y

n

Y

sk

l

sk

al

k

1

w
ctws

s

l

sk

l

Uorst Job: Laborer
tus

Uorst Job: Clerk

tw

Hated Scho

kc
kc
k

1

Uorst Job:
Y

Expelled

Best Job: Connurt cat ions Techn Uorst Job: File Clerk
Total Students in 1979:

Type

Uorst Job: Driving

Y
Y
Diploma
u
y
Best Job:
Uorst Job: Uaitress
Y
Y
Uork Study Be In School
ctws
y y
Best Job: Computer Programmer Uorst Job: Office Clerk
y

N

BHS

y

Best Job:
1

Learned at BHS

10

wa

APPENDIX I
Student Population
by Years 1970 - 1978

210

1970
Graduates

1970

Mala

Famala

1971

212

Graduates

1971

1972
Graduates

1972

213

1973

214

Graduates

1973

(ZZ)

Mai*

S3

FamaJ*

1974

215

Graduates

1974

eZ)

Mai*

F«ma)«

1975

216

Graduates

1975

ZZ)

Mai*

(S3

F*m*l*

1976

217

Graduates

1976

IZZ)

Mai*

FemaJ*

1977

218

Graduates

1977

U~A

(S3 F,m*1*

1978
Graduates

1978

[7~A

Mal«

rrq

219

220

ALL YEARS
Total Graduates

ALL YEARS

EZ)

Mtlt

(S3

F»maJ«
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